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Bone marrow drive targets m_
inorities
By JAMES COMBS
Staff Writer
UCF student Jackie Diaz displayed
total confidence as a doctor inserted
a short, yet sharp needle into her arm.
The doctor took the needle out after
about seven seconds, and Diaz's confidence remained untarnished.
The needle failed to intimidate
Diaz because she was contributing to
a worthy · cause. She donated her
blood to the National Marrow Donor
Program(NMDP), and realized there
was a chance she could save a life.
"I only felt a little prick," she said.
"That tiny pain I felt pales in comparison to someone having a lifethreatening disease. If I can contribute to possibly saving someone
from a horrible disease like cancer,
then it is all worth it."

Marrow transplants are used to
treat patients whose marrow stops
producing the correct amounts of
various blood cells. More than 60
potentially fatal diseases-including
several types of leukemia are treated
with marrow transplants.
A lab will determine Diaz's tissue
type and enter it under a code number in the NMDP Registry. Should
her tissue type match that of a
patient's, she would be able to donate
her bone marrow.
Diaz was one of 75 students who
contributed blood at the Bone
Marrow Drive held at UCF on Sept.
23. The event, which was held by the
Student
Government
Association(SGA) and AfricanAmerican Student Union(AASU),
focused entirely on minorities donating marrow.

Joyce Miller, president of the
African-American Student Union,
said there is a great demand for
minority donors.
"African-Americans, Hispanics
and Asians have the fewest number
of · people who are listed in the
Registry," she said. "For example,
only 1 percent of African-Americans
who go to the Registry can find a
matched donor as opposed to 59 percent for Caucasians."
Miller s~d one probfom with few
minority donors is that patients need
marrow from someone unrelated to
them. The characteristics that determine marrow are inherited in the
same way as hair or eye color. A
patient's best possibility is another
family member.

See DONOR, Page 5
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Potential rabies alert
for Orange County

•
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Newly designed bookstore has become an important part of student life.

UCF Bookstore updated
by Barnes and Noble
•
•

•

•

•

By GWEN R. RHODES
Assistant News Editor
Ever since the "new" UCF
Bookstore opened the first
week of classes, it has
become one of the best
places to hang out on campus.
"It's too early to tell if there
is an increase in business in
the bookstore," said General
Manager Marc Eckhart. "We
didn't operate the bookstore

during fall classes last year,
so I don't have a year's worth
of history or anything to look
at, my initial feeling is a little
bit.
"We have certainly seen
more foot traffic. It's turning
into a hangout place," he
continued. "We have a lot of
students studying in the store.
I can walk through the store
at almost any time during the
day and find every single
couch and chair in the gener-

al book department occupied."
Barnes and Noble College
Bookstores
operate
on
approximately 350 college
campuses around the country.
"We're actually a different
company than the big superstore that is down on
Colonial
Drive,"
said
Eckhart, "that store is Barnes
and Noble Inc., this is Barnes

See BOOKSTORE, Page 10

SGA troubles continue

Ongoing investigation,

Sizzling Siaha

Advertised amendments fail to be
added for upcoming election.

Break-in in Biology department
results in stolen exams.

Burley goes on tear to place among
nation's leading receivers.
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The last time a UCF student was bitten by a rabid animal was "two or three
years ago, by a cat," said Uhlir.
Toth said domestic pets aren' t at a high
Orange County could be put on a
rabies alert after the raccoon breeding risk of getting rabies, but, "all domestic
season this fall according to Orange animals need to be immunized."
The rabies virus is caused by the
County Public Health's Bill Toth.
The two rabies peaks are after rac- Rhabdovirus and is carried in the saliva
coons mate in the spring and fall, said of the animal. The virus travels through
Toth. And with fall approaching, county the blood stream, up along the spinal
residents should be wary of contact with column to the brain, where it destroys
nerve cells, resulting in death. If not
wild animals .
Kelly Park, in Apopka, in the north- treated, rabies is a fatal disease.
western part of the county, was put . Symptoms in humans include pain, a
under alert after a boy scout was bitten burning sensation, and numbness at the
center of the infection. Those infected
after trying to feed a raccoon.
The faculty and staff published news- also experience headaches, restlessness,
paper, "The Alumni Report," stated that and difficulty swallowing.
Rabies is usually thought to be spread
all of Orange County was under rabies
by
an animal bite, but humans and other
alert, but Toth said only Kelly Park is
animals can become fnfected through a
under alert .
At the rabies peak, between 12-19 ani- cut or scratch from an animal with
mals can be infected with the virus in rabies. An infection can also occur if the
rabies virus comes in contact with the
Orange County.
Due to garbage and food scattered moist tissues of the mouth, eyes or nose.
Toth said that before 1982, Orange
around buildings on campus, cats have
been known to gather around dorms, County _did not have a high number of
and possibly raccoons too, said the rabid animals, or incidents where
director of UCF Environmental Health humans were infected. Then there was a
and Safety, James Uhlir. Some of these rabies boom, especially in downtown
Winter Park.
animal~ could be infected with the virus.
Rabid animals lose their inhibitions
Uhlir said UCF "has a typical animal
population," which includes raccoons, a and sometimes approach humans. Uhlir
small amount of foxes and possums and said that everyone should be careful
around wild animals.
stray cats and dogs.

By DILLON ELIASSEN
Staff Writer
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Beverly George draws blood from Crystal Rozanski, president of the Hispanic Student Association.
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Motorcycles add new dimension to UCFPD
By BOBBI J. GARCIA
Staff Writer
As UCF continues to grow, the
need for public safety grows as
well. During the past year, the
UCF Police Department added
two police motorcycles to the
department.
Sgt. John Moore, an 11-year
veteran of the department, headed up a study regarding the need
for police motorcycles on campus. Moore researched the cost
effectiveness of the motorcycles.
"I looked at the differences
between using two motorcycles
against the cost of using a full
size patrol car," said Moore.
Moore's research concluded that
leasing the motorcycles rather
than purchasing would provide
the highest cost savings for the
department.
"At the time I was researching
this
information,
Harley
Davidson and BMW were the
only two companies doing a
lease program," Moore said.
"The department chose the
Harley Davidson lease program
which seemed to be the most
economical decision."
Harley Davidson gave the
department a special deal of $1 a
month for the first two motorcybecause they would only

have them for three months until
the new 1998 models arrived.
The' motorcycles will be leased
through Harley Davidson for
one year a~ a cost of $2,300 per
motorcycle. The cost includes a
contract that covers all scheduled maintenance that may be
required.
Moore and Officer John
Pellerin were chosen to be the
first officers to start the program.
The motorcycles were initially
to be used as an alternative vehicle to patrol on campus, rather
than a full size patrol car. "The
utilization of the motorcycle is
that we can get in and out of traffic quickly, especially in emergency situations such as a car
accident," said Moore.
Sgt. Tom Gorbas, Crime
Prevention Unit coordinator
said, "If there is a major accident, the quick response provided by the motorcycles could
mean life or death for someone."
Gorbas said he feels the motorcycles provide a great value for
the department. "The motorcycles give the department more
recognition on campus," he·said.
The motorcycles have proven
to be such a success that a third
motorcycle is soon to be added.
Officer Mike Johnson, who has

•

•

•
•

•
•
Special to the Future

UCFPD officers John Moore Oeft) and John Pellerin show off the department's new Harley Davidson
motorcycles.
been with the UCFPD for a year,
has been chosen for the position.
"I have been riding motorcycles for about 15 years now and
they have always interested me,"
Johnson said, " when I heard
about the position, I immediately displayed my interest to Sgt.
Moore regarding the opening."
Extensive training is required
in the operation of the police
motorcycles. The officers must
attend a 40-80 hour police
motorcycle rider's course. The

course teaches the officers how
to maneuver safely through traffic and restricted spaces.
Moore said, "The course is
good because it teaches you
everything about riding the
motorcycle; it is a very intense
course."
Moore and Pellerin are scheduled to attend an additional twoday training course in October
that specializes in dignitary protection. "If the President of the
United States or the Governor of

Florida were to visit our campus,
we would be trained in how to
use the motorcycles for an escort
situation as well as interaction
with the Secret Service," Moore
said.
Moore is looking into establishing the motorcycles as their
own unit. "We would like to
work towards that goal," Moore
said. "Our primary concern still
remains to the safety of the students, first and foremost."
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UCF Student Governmnet
Senate Elections

•
•

•

10:00 am to 7:00 pm .
•

..
·~

•

I

Voting Places: Health & Physics, Education, Student Union,
Business & En ineerin

(Addition of Elected Officers to the Executive Branch of Student Government)
Constitutional Amendment #1
Article III: The Executive
(Add Section VI. Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers)
A. There shall be an elected Treasurer who shall serve as the Chief Student Financial Officer and be elected in the campus-wide Spring election according to statute.
Constitutional Amendment #2
(Addition of Elected Officers to the Executive Branch of Student Government)
Article III: The Executive
(Add Section VI. Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers)
B. There shall be an elected Vice President for the Executive Branch who shall be responsible for the Executive Branch
functions as determined by the Student Body President. This Vice President shall in no way serve in the capacity
of the standing Vice President who presides ·over the Student Senate.
Constitutional Amendment #3
(Enumeration of Student Body Entitlements)
Article I: The Student Body
(Add Section 5. Entitlements)
Each Activity and Service Fee paying student at the University of Central Florida is entitled to fully participate in the
Student Government process including but not limited to voting in SG elections, requesting Activity and Service
Fee funds, and running for any elected office without exception so long has he/she meets the minimum University
of Central Florida requirements as stated in the UCF Golden Rule and conditions of the Student Government Constitution.

•
•

2:00 am to 8:00 pm

Voting Places: near the Student Government Lounge

•
'

..
0

•

Daytona &
South Orlando
4:00 am to 9:00 pm

•

•
•

·

·

Campuses . · Oct.
5' 6 & 7
Monday thruWednesday
Voting Places: near the Student Government Lounge

All currently registered and enrolled UCF students are eligible to participate in the UCF Student Government Presidential
elections. If you have any questions of eligibility, please see. the Registrar. All three Constitutional Amendments an the two
Referendums will be on each ballot at each campus. All of the Constitutional Amendments are additions, so there are no
deletions to the current SGA Constitution only additions should a measure be passed. A referendum is not legally binding
but communicates the opinion of the UCF Student Body. If you have any other questions, please call your local Student
Government office or the Main Campus office at (407) 823-2191.
1:his document is one in a series of publications that was produced by the UCF Student Senate to inform UCF Students of upcoming Student Government
Constitutional Amendment Proposals and Referendums to be voted on during the Fall 1998 Student Government Election.
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Lecture o·n Soviet Union closes 'Red Art' -exhibit
When asked what he hoped the audience would take away from the lecture,
Crepeau responded: "My hope and
Over 100 students, faculty, and mem- Galina's· main point was although this
bers of the community gathered at the art was in service of a particular ideoUCF's Art Gallery last Wednesday to logical position it was still art. It was
hear a lecture on the current exhibit, extremely expressive within the con"Darker Shades of Red; Official Art and fines of the stricture of its ideol~gy and
Imagery of the Soviet Union, 1917- some of it is very good art. Some of it is
even critical of the system it was serv1991".
Dr. Galina Detinko of the Russian ing, which is very interesting. (This critArea Studies Program was the keynote icism) was a ~trong position which was
speaker. Detinko spoke for 30 minutes not always subtly stated."
on the development of the SovietRealist
Gallery Director Kevin Haran said the
style, and how it was perceived by the lecture "broke the stereotype of what
artists, the state1 and the public. This this art is about. The nice interaction
was followed by a 30 minute slide pre- between the various departments
sentation.
(History, Political Science, and
After the slide presentatfon, ~ere was a Philosophy) enl~ghten~d 'whatis coµsidpanel discussion moderat;d by Dr. ered.a mysterious period in Soviet histoRichard Crepeau, chair of the ,. History , ry.
Department. The panel was comprise9 . " "It's a nice way tp close. out.the. s)low

have several influences on the art: religious, military, optimism, and pro state
as opposed to pro individual. I have an
academic problem with the term
'Realism'. Perhaps another term should
be used to describe the art instead. I
.TV and the ID.ternet for information."
think the pieces are very beautiful; a dif. · The lecture had a greater than antici- ferent way to express one!s ideas."
#Pated attendance~ "We had more of a
K.athy Cardwell, who visited UCF
cross section 'of people,'' said Haran, just to hear. the lecture, said "It was a
"those t}\at wouldn'tµormally be inter" remarkable opportunity tq hear directly
ested came, probablyinfluericed by the from ·an artist and intellectual involved
economic situation in Russia and con- in Russian Art (referring to Detinko). ·
cern that the Communist Party might 'The three professors on the panel gave
come back."
interesting, in depth segments on the
Rebecca Talbert, sophomore, said she entire hi.story of Russia, which is so
thought the e~hlbit was interesting. . '1: complex it is worthy of more study. I
really liked the military specialist, tJ:iat didn.'t know the names of any of the
taJ.lced about how it was nrqpagand~ a(tists ~ it seemed to me as mystical and
and had two meanings," she said. "I also foreign as oriental art. Whoever put this

By DANNIE HELM

about what they do and what role they
play. The. images were created in an era
where painting and poster design were
thought to havea lot of impactand were
persuasive tools, as opposed to now
when people tum to mass media - the

Contributing Writer

of Dr. John Evans. from the fliston' • / to

•
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. ~li~eq. ~pe sli<},yS,, they e~R!ained
· whole period more." .
·
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tlie to,getherdida gr~a..tjob.~:
. Crepeav ~aid

he would:}iketo.see ·more
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The Premier Shopper Club
Kicks Off Fal I
at OviedQ Marketplace.

•

''·

~ ·
l

HERE'S SOMETHING FOR STUDENTS TO CHEER ABOUT! Because we're
a fan of yours, we want you to join the Premier Shopper Club and stretch your
budget by getting incredible deals on everything from the latest fashions to the
finest furnishings. Every store at Oviedo Marketplace Sport to Gadzooks, Pacific Sunwear to Bugle Boy Also check out our newest recruits -

from University Surf &

is suited up for the season.

Ann Taylor Loft, Living Quarters,

Chamberlin's Market & Cafe and Barnes & Noble
Book Sellers. Oviedo Marketplace is ready and
set for fall. So rush in, and see what's in store.

oviedo
marketplace

Dillard'~; Goyfors; Bed, Both & Beyond; F.Y.E . !For Your Enlerloinmenl); Footl0<Jc1 Super Store; Barne• & Noble; Cho Cho Coconut• ood Chamberlin'• Market & Cafe.
Conveniently located off The Central Florido Groenewoy at Red Bug lo kc Rood . 407-977.2400 Owned and Monagad by on Affillole ol "1111·'. llOUiECO\m\NY

. ···~/

appty,pl~~fsee

·sf4~~·m~~~rs;
Off~t expit~$
.f?

·'

l21lJ/98.
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE

•

We are presently staffing
Service Rep's positions at the

Sprint TELECENTER's Inc.,

•

UCF/Research Park facility.
For your hard work and winning
attitude, we will give you:

•

• Competitive Salary
• Bonuses & Incentives
• Referral Bonuses
• Various Schedules

..

Contact our office today for a personal interview.

(407)206-7814

..

12249 Science Dr.
Suite 220
Norrell Services, Inc.

-·

Car Insurance.
Immediate couerage
and low monthly

-,t)

~ayments.
Why waste time shopping for car insurance?
Call GEICO for affordable rates and great service!

+ Low down-payment
+Monthly payment plan
+ Money-saving ·discounts
+ 24-hour claim service

+Immediat~ coverage
+ Free rate quote
Call today or stop by our local ()ffice:

1660 Lee Road • Winter Park

645-1488
GEICQ
DIRECT

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
$2.00 Wine Spritzers • $2.00 Jack Daniels Wine Coolers

•
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Donor match hard to find
FromPAGEl
However, 70 percent of
patients will not find a match
within their own families Miller
said.
Also, it is rare to match a donor
from another racial or ethnic
group because some tissue types
are unique to people of the same
race.
Linda Lynch, who works for
Kids Beating Cancer, attended
the Bone Marrow Drive. She also
realizes how under-represented
minorities are. She said there are
13,000 minorities in central
Florida that are listed in
Registries, and only 13 of those
had the same marrow as a
patient's.
"But it was very important to
those 13 people," Lyhch said. "If
more people would donate, more
lives would be saved."
Lynch feels the shortage of
minority donors is due to the lack
of education about bone marrow
in minority communities.
"The more educated people are
about bone marrow, the more
likely they are to contribute," she
said.
Lynch contacted the AASU
two months ago and requested
that a bone marrow drive be conducted on the UCF campus. She
had a grant to register 500 volunteers by the end of September.
The AASU and SGA have
worked on the drive for two
months. Because they wanted
everyone from the corii.munity to
participate, they contacted a radio
station, 102 JAMZ, to help promote it.

On Tuesday, the station
allowed AASU members to go
on air for 20 minutes and promote the event. Then several DJs
from the station came to campus
on \Yednesday and asked students to participate in the drive.
The DJs included the 'Wake Up
Posse', Stevie DeMann, Paco

Registry for almost two years.
She was also happy to be part of
the drive.
''These are my people and I felt
the best way to support it is to be
here," she said. "It is very
encouraging that I could possibly
save someone's life."
The station gave away cups

Photo by Kevin Colber

The Bone Marrow Drive was held to raise awareness about the
shortage o~ minority donors.
Lopez and Mz. B.
"Pain is only in the mind,"
Lopez said to potential donors.
"You guys have a chance to contribute to people who are in great
need of your help. And being college students, we know how
broke you guys are, so this stuff
is absolutely free."
Lopez said he was happy to
participate in the event. He also
donated his blood.
"We are always more than willing to help people who need it,"
he said.
Mz. B, who graduated from
UCF in 1979, has been on the

and bumper stickers to everyone
who donated.
Miller said Circuit City,
Wendy's, Sbarro's and Loco's
helped by donating to the event.
Free food and drinks were available to every student.
A raffle was _held for everyone
who donated blood. The prizes
included gift certificates from
Circuit City, a T-Shirt from the
National Bone Marrow Registry
and CDs from 102 J AMZ.
"Everyone was extremely
grateful in helping us organize
this event,'' Miller said. "I sincerely appreciated their efforts."

You are getting very sleepy...
By LINDA RAMOS
Staff Writer
College students are notorious for having horrendous sleeping patterns. While all-night crammathons may seem like an old hat to a student pro, sleep
deprivation is an unaccustomed, detrimental habit to
the overall college experience.
Christin Engelhardt, a sleep consultant for the.
American Sleep Disorders Association, is quoted in
Lori Barth's article "Good Night Simpson"
(Simpson College-Iowa): "Sleepiness adversely
affects educational development."
While research has shown that lack of sleep doesn't effect impaired performance for basic motor
skills -ingrained from years of learning, Wilse B.
Webb author of "Sleep: The Gentle Tyrant" advises
that lack of sleep does impair performance for tasks
requiring higher levels of concentration.
Thus, the cycle begins:
Sleep deprivation = feeling "sleepy"= lethargy =
decreased motivation= less studying= poor grades
= discouragement/anxiety = less sleep to study more
~ and infinity ...
The brochure "How to Get a Good Nights Sleep"
by the Counseling Services of Kansas State
University advises that individuals prone to insomnia or other forms of sleep deprivation should keep
active during the day. Avoid naps and establish a
regular exercise routine. Avoid caffeinated drinks
and alcohol. While alcohol will help you get to
sleep, it won't help you stay asleep creating abnormal sleep and dream sequences and "frequent early
morning awakenings." Avoid taking sleeping pills.
The brochure cautions that sleeping pills decrease
memory functions by restricting short-term retention.
Every person requires different amounts of sleep
ranging anywhere from 4-10 hours. To help make

sure that those hours are
effective according to the
brochure, maintain a room
temperature of 60 degrees
with low humidity (humidifiers reduce humidity and
create "white noise" which
lulls some people to sleep).
While occasional oversleeping or under sleeping
won't adversely ~isturb the body's sleep clock,
repeated patterns of irregular sleep can cause sleep
problems. Thus, a routine bedtime schedule is ideal.
The brochure "How to Get a Good Nights Sleep"
also suggests warm baths to soothe tense muscles
and warm milk to drink. Warm milk has the amino
acid tryptophan which affects the brain chemical
serotonin, a sleep inducing aide.
Relax tense muscles by following the Body
Search Relaxation technique advised by Dr. Glen D.
Bowman, director of the Counseling Center at
Vrrginia's Hampden-Sydney College Counseling
Center. Maintain an inward focus. As worries come
up, write them down in a 'Worry Journal' and then
mentally release them.
Focus on the body's areas of tension. Inhale. As
you exhale, feel the tension being breathed out of
your body. Once the muscles are relaxed, focus only
on the breathing. Count 1-10 per exhalation, then
10-1 for the next set of exhalations . . . sleep will
come naturally.
One-third of a person's life is spent sleeping; therefore, sleep, whether for evolutionary or spiritual reasons, is extremely vital to overall good health. Sleep
helps prepare the body to perform efficiently, allowing you to perform successfully.

Linda Ramos is associated with Full Student
Services
(FSS)
which
provides
word
processing/typing and research assistance to college students.
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Students explore business possibilities at Expo
By SHELLEY WILSON
Staff Writer
The College of Business Administration
held an Expo on Sept. 23 to familiarize students with the college. The Expo lasted from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Business
Administration-Atrium.
Some of the departments represented were
Economics, Hospitality Management,
Accounting, General Business and Finance.
Each had a booth set up to inform students
as to the programs they offer. Members of
the Student Association were giving out
related information about the departments,
everything from how students can get help
finding a job to what the classes are like.
Students who filled out a survey about the
departments received food coupons
redeemable at the Student Union. Bumper
stickers and T-shirts were also given out.
Kathy King, a faculty member of the college, was a coordinator for the event. King
said she believes that giving information out
in a fun, informative way is the best way to
inform students of the different departments.
"Students can be overwhelmed with information about their College so we try to

are actually doing their job in an open environment which is very effective," said
Denise Mitchell, a member of Delta Sigma
Pi.
The relationship between the business faculty and students was emphasized in the
preparations for the Expo. The college,
which currently has around 5,700 students
enrolled, began a program called the 1998
CBA Protege Team. Faculty members and
students volunteered to meet at a specific
time and communicate ideas about the
Expo. They used coupons to have lunch
together and get to know each other in a setting outside of the college. Some of the students and faculty members were in the same
Photo by Kevin Cother
The College of Business Administration held its annual fair on September 23rd to departments and others were not.
The college's Graduate Program was also
attract students to the business world.
at the Expo handing out information. They
Delta Sigma Pi is coed and open to all offer five professional degree programs
make it interesting and this is one WilY of
business majors. Every Thursday the frater- · including master's degrees in Business
doing that," she said.
There were also business fraternities there nity hosts guests that have been successful Administration, Science in ·Accounting,
for students to join. Some of these fraterni- in the business world. The guests have Science in Taxation, the Arts in Applied
ties included Alpha Kappa Psi, Delta Sigma ranged from the president of Pointe Orlando Economics, and a doctorate program in
Pi, Beta Alpha Psi and Pi Sigma Epsilon. to members of the public relations depart- Business Administration. Approximately
These fraternities try to give job opportuni- ment at Sea World. The meetings are open 700 graduate students are pursuing degrees
in the college and half of them have underties, education, and leadership experience to to all students at UCF.
students going into the business field.
"We allow students to meet people who graduate degrees in non-business fields.

Get More Than a Test Score
Get Back Your Life

•

NATIONA·L
DEPRESSION
SCREENING DAY
Thursday, October 8, 1998
•

•
•

•

FREE of Charge
Written Se.if-Test for Depression
Screening Interoiew with Mental Health
Professional
Educational Presentation

Symptoms of Depression Include:

.
II

•
loss ofpleasure
• . ·feelings of sadness, Jwpelessness,
worlhlessness
•
changes in sleeping and eating patterns
• , irritability, anxiousness, restlessness
•
inability to concentrate
•
fatigue or loss of energy
•
unexplained aches and pains
•
thoughts of death or suicide

.

I
~:

Depression is an illness and effective
treatments are available

LOCAL
DEPRESSION
SCREENING
INFORMATION
Student Center
Auditorium
(across from
Orientation Office)
lO:OOam - 6:00pm
Sponsored by:

The Counseling &
Testing
Center
Phone: 823-2811
Or call TollFree 1-800:573-4433

An Outreach Event During Mental Health Awareness Week
Supported in part by an ~ucational grant from Eli Lilly and Company
(

•
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"Banned Books Week" prompts Bookstore display
By NICOLE KING
News Editor

•Student Escort
Patrols(SEPs) has
asked that a clarification be made in reference to their posted
signs around campus. The signs state that
they offer free escorts to students 24 hours
a day. The SEPs service actually functions
from 7 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. If students feel
their lives are in danger at any time during
the day, they may call the UCF Police
Department and receive an escort from an
officer'. SEPs can be reached at 823-2424.

The UCF Bookstore will be sponsoring
"Banned Books Week" Sept. 26 through
Oct. 3. The bookstore has set up a display
of books that have been banned in different areas of the United States for various
reasons.
An example of a book banned in 1985 is
the children's author Shel Silverstein. His
book, "A Light In The Attic" was banned
at the Cunningham Elementary School in
Beloit, Wis. because the school board felt
that the book "encouraged children to
break dishes so they won't have to wash
them."
In another example, "The Age of
Innocence" by Edith Wharton, was
banned during the summer of 1997 when
anti-abortion activist Randall Terry began
using his radio talk show to urge people to
protest against Barnes and Noble
Bookstores for selling the book. In the
next few months, more than 40 protests
were staged in 35 states.

•National Depression Screening Day is
Oct. 8. The Counseling and Testing Center
will offer free screenings for faculty, students and staff from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Student Center Auditorium. The
process should take between 30-45 minutes. Participants will complete an anonymous written test and have the opportunity to discuss the results with a mental
health professional in confidence. For
additional information, contact the
Counseling and Testing Center.

•Forensic Science majors are encouraged to attend one of two Forensic
Science Association meetings on
Wednesday, Sept. 30 at 1 p.m. in the
Chemistry Building Room 108 or
Thursday, Oct. 1 at 11 a.m. in Chemistry
Building Room 121.

•October. is Domestic Violence Month.
The National Victim Center reports that 5
out of 6 people will be victims of crime at
least once in their lives. If you feel you
may have been a victim of a crime, includ-.
ing stalking, harassment, sexual assault or
relationship violence, please contact one·

of the free on-campus services.
• Victim Services
823-6069 or 8236332
•Judicial Affairs 823-2851
• Counseling and Testing 823-2811
• Student Legal Services 823-2538
• Student Health Services 823-3850
•Health Resource Center 823-5841
•The UCF-Brevard Campus chapter of
the Student Council for Exceptional
Children will host a garage sale from 8
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Oct. 3 in front of the
Clark ·Maxwell, Jr. Lifelong Learning
Center located at 1519 Clearlake Road in
Cocoa.
All proceeds will be used to finance
three new projects: a raffle for the club
membership drive, a Junior Induction dinner for new officers, and new Junior projects for the 1998-'99 school year.
Those interested in making a donation
for the garage sale can contact Dr. Dan
Ezell at the UCF-Brevard College of
Education a't 632-1111, ext. 65575.
•Family Weekend 1998 will be Oct. 911. Several events are scheduled throughout the weekend including a pep rally to
kick off the event on Oct. 9, 5-6 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. Contact
Amanda Havill at 823-6471.

•National Coming Out Day is Oct. 11
and a celebration is planned on the steps
of City Hall from 6-8 p.m. The event,
sponsored by the UCF Gay, Lesbian &
Bisexual Student Union, will feature coming out stories from representatives of
local. organizations and entertainment as
well as a candle vigil.
•The International Student Fair will be
Oct. 12 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. at the
Student Auditorium. The event is sponsored by the International Student
Association and will feature folkloric
dances, live performances, arts and crafts,
food, and displays showcasing the various
nationalities that attend UCF. For more
information, contact Nashma Carrera at
823-6479 or Shazia Farhat at 823-7740 ..
•The UCF Art Gallery will open a new
exhibit featuring works that served as the
American entry for the 22nd International
Biennial of Graphic Art in Ljulbljana,
Slovenia, on Oct. 15. The exhibit will run
until Nov. 4. This exhibition includes
works by David Hockney, David
Humphrey, Alfredo Jaar, Doug Aitken,
Dani Tull, Diana Thater, John Baldessari,
Pae White, Robert Rauschenberg and
Frank Stella.
An opening reception will be held Oct.
15 from 5 - 7 p.m:
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When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
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Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl Systems and Hughes Aircraft .
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
·
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
to: Raytheon Resume Processing Center, P.O. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75266.
We have many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you .

Anatomy tests stolen

It's not just a .guy
thing ...

By GWEN Ro RHODES
Assistant News Editor

In the end, he decided it was time

By VICKI DeSORMIER
Staff Writer

David.Martin said he doesn't like
.to talk ~bout his age when he's at
school.

At ~2. he's a lot older than the
avetag'e freshman, especially the
men~ h.~ thinks. He's sure that he's
one !3fJt'rlie' oldest freshman men
. ' enroll~d.:;at tJie University of Central
Fluridt ' ,, ·"I'm.really probably not so old,
but I just feel like I am," he said.· "It
just s~~s like the guys just finish
high sch,uoland go to college and are
done \~ith it. Guys don't usually
postpone their education."
Martin said he just wasn't for
college when he graduated from high

to go back to school. He was, he
said, ready.
"So I finally decided I wanted to be
an engineer when I grew· up,'' he
laughed. "So here I am, getting ready
to study engineering ...to get ready tc;> .
start a career. At my advanced age.'\
He said his fJ.rst week atUCF he

discovered .that the ;nµmber of n~~traditional age men was far less than .
the women. If he was single (which
he is not}, 'he would have a lot of
women his age with w4om to flirt, he .
said.
Martin said he does not want to
socialize. Since he is paying his owq
way through school, he is taking his
classes seriously.' Were he younger
and had his parents footing the bill,
school in the early 1980s. He took he believes he w<mldn't put as much
his time making up his mind if he effort into the studies. ·
wanted 'to even go to college. And
"'I guess it's better that I waited,''
then he just couldn't decide on an he said. ·~rq. bet I'm going to get
more out oflµy education .this way."
educational direction.
"ldmi'tknow, I,guess I was just
He said hewas surprised that his
cqntentin my job and I never even wife and his parents have been so
thought, about getting _tlu1t sheep- supportive of his decision to return
skjn," h.e noted. '.'Who neede4 it?"
to school.-He said he was afraid
Martin said he worked as a sales family might tell him he should have
clerk. m. an auto parts store fqr' ,a done it sooner, that' he was too old.
dozen years. It . was easy workn:._e His wife fmishe<! £pllege in three .
said. I:(~· got ta ~ork w~th ~opt~ yeats?. gojng,qs
as she was out
who sb)t-ecF his hlterest iii'· cars and of highscbool)he
ready for q~r·
auto rep~.
studies.
But, he realized, he was never
"I just couldq'tcare less," Martin.
goingto earn enough money in such said. "Iwasn'ta student."
~
a job to get rich. More than cars, he
Now; he said, his wife is helping'
refiliz~~ .h.e l9ved financial sec~.rity. him with his ~omework. An engineer
. H~ii~d he .researched c~eers} he already iq; pr4ctice, she -dan uri4~r.,
took ~~rest surveys to det;ennme .. stand her husband 1s -work and offer
what~~er paths he might enjoy and him assistarice.
he loQk.;a,.over course descriptions to
+'And she said,she' ~ get me a jQb
see wi~i ctasse5 he would like to When, I gr~duate,~• she . said. ''Th~t>

his

soon
was

<

take. ' i{i.;;,;;,
-.- ' -:;~:it;;:_:~:
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woulq' be really'cool."

UCF Professor Frank T. Loguidice reported
11 Human Anatomy tests were stolen from a
file cabinet in his office, Room 303 of the
Biology Building, between Sept. 9-11. The
tests were part of a group of tests scheduled to
be given to students on Sept. 18.
Loguidice initially thought the missing tests
were part of a practical joke played on him by
other staff members. However, the day after
he discovered the tests missing, he spoke with
other office staff members, faculty and graduate assistants and found that no one knew
anything about the missing tests.
Loguidice stated that he had come to his
office and pulled the tests out of an envelope
that was in the file cabinet. He noticed that
one sheet of the exams had been separated
from the others and someone had written
'joke' answers on it. He reported to the
UCFPD that there ·had initially been 180
copies of the test made up and only 169 were
'in the envelope when he discovered it.
Due to the unknown whereabouts of the
exams, Loguidice changed the exam's format.
The main office door and all interior doors
are normally locked when there are no occupants. Loguidice reported that his filing cabinet is also normally locked.
There was ·no indication of any forced entry
into office, filing cabinets or office desks. A
member of the office staff recently had her
purse stolen which contained a set of keys to
the office.
The victim is willing to prosecute.
IN OTHER UCF POLICE REPORTS:
•Waymond L. Norman was arrested for battery, resisting arrest and battery of a law
enforcement officer on Sept. 14. The UCFPD
were called to the UCF Library where a
woman was battered on the second floor near
the rear east stairwell.
•Eighteen-year-old Natalie Day described
her assailant and he 'Yas subsequently found
on 'the fourth floor sitting between some
aisles of books. When the police officer

approached the suspect he began to shake
his head and say "It
wasn't me ... I didn't
do it."
The suspect attempted to evade the officer
and was wrestled to the ground where he was
handcuffed and read his rights.
•Jason Hicks, a 20-year-old UCF student,
was arrested for obstruction o{ justice and
possession of alcohol under the age of 21 on
Sept. 20 at the Sigma Chi fraternity house.
When Hicks was questioned regarding the
possession of alcohol he gave a false name
and date of birth.
•Nathan Holic reported that his 1996 Dodge
Sebring was damaged and burglarized while
he was in the Student Union on Sept. 20. He
parked his vehicle in lot T-600 around 6 p.m.,
locked the doors and went to the Union.
Around 10 p.m., a friend of Holic's noticed
that the passenger door was slightly open.
When he approached the car he noticed that
the convertible roof had been cut in two
places. He then notified Holic.
Holic did not notice anything missing from
the vehicle. He is willing to prosecute.
•Twenty-year-old Christopher Duoley, a
Rollins College student, was arrested for displaying a false ID when he attempted to get a
wristband for drinking alcoholic beverages at
a party at the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity on
Sept. 19.
Dooley presented a Massachusetts driver's
license to a UCF police officer. It was
checked by the officer and the license number
was not found. Dooley said that was the only
identification he had on him and that he did
not have his wallet with him.
Dooley was arrested on felony charges
when it was discovered through a search of
his person that he did in fact have his wallet
with him. The officers discovered Dooley's
real driver 's license from Massachusetts
along with several other forms of identification.

UCF BdcK to school
special
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Single Double

U Quality is Important

24exp 6.99
3&exp 9.45

Service list
.35mm processing and printing
.Photo enlargements
.Passport photos
.Package printing
.Slide processing 3hr
.120 & 220 slide processing 3hr
.Scanning of negatives, slides and prints
.Data file outputting to slides or negative
.Presentation slides
.Powerpoint creation
.Digital photo restoration or creation
.Photo restoration
..CD-ROM writing
.Photo Archive onto CD-ROM.
.Custom black and white processing
.Black and white enlargement
_
.Black and white paper, chemjstry and film

Business Special

.Duplications and internegatives of:
• Slides to slide
Slide to color negative
• Slide to b/w negative
• Color negative to slide
.Copy work to slides or negative:
• Flat artwork or photographs
• Graphic designing
• Graphic layout
Fuji professional dealer
.Commercial photography
.Studio photography

.C~nsutting
.Br1efi~gs

_
.Overnight

10.65
15.85

I ,

.PowerPoint o.utp,ut
. to slide onli ·
: $5.00 each
I

N

Ovmed and
operated
bya
UCF Alumni

On the comer of University and
Goldenrod in the Goodings Plaza

:r:6:30PM ~1~•~ ~~
STORE HOURS:

'

9AM TO 3:30PM
7624 University Blvd. Winter Park FL 32792
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Cot11ing Soon: Starting next week, look for notices about special
features and stories posted during the week on www.UCFfuture.com
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Election ballot to remain unchanged
By SHELLEY WILSON
Staff Writer

•

•

The ballot for the Senate elections,
rescheduled for Oct. 5-7, will not include
three amendments passed by the Senate.
During the past week, the amendments had
been advertised in student newspapers as
appearing on the ballot.
Three constitutional amendments and two
referendums were published in "The
Central Florida Future" on Sept. 23 and in
"The Knight Times" on Sept. 22. They were
advertised along with a statement that they
would be printed on the ballots just as they
appeared in the papers. The proposal of the
amendments is required to be published two
consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the
student body according to statutes.
A memorandum by Chery1 Fox, the Chief
Election Commissioner, informed the student body that the ballot for the Fall 1998
Senate Elections would not change in any
way. The memo states that the Judicial
Council ruled that only the voting process
was invalid in the canceled elections. It
concluded that the official ballot as of Sept.
15, 1998, will be the ballot used in the
rescheduled election. This included the proposed amendments to the Student Body

Constitution as passed by the Senate.
The Senate passed the three amendments
on Sept. 3, all of which were introduced by
Sen. David Siegel. One of the amendments,
Amendment #3, appeared in the papers in a
slightly different version than it was in
when it was passed by the Senate.
In Amendment #3, the Senate passed that
each student who pays the Activity and
Service Fee at UCF can fu.Lly participate in
SGA as long as he or she meets the UCF
requirements as stated in the UCF Golden
Rule. The Golden Rule reads that membership in any student organization is open to
all students currently paying fees and
enrolled in UCF.
The advertised amendment states that not
only do the Golden Rule requirements have
to be met, but also the conditions of the
Student Government Constitution. The
Constitution states that a student must be
enrolled in a minimum of 6 semester hours
over both the fall and spring semesters and
1 class during the Summer to participate in
Student Government.
Bill 30-99 would have deleted the chapter
in the constitution stating the requirement
of students taking a certain number of credit hours. The bill, passed by Senate on Aug.
6, was vetoed by ·Dr. Tom Huddleston,

, interim vice presiMaxwell said he does believe that the
dent of Student postponement of the elections reflected
Development and well on the Murphy/Maxwell administration.
Academic
"It shows some of the reorganization that
Enrollment.
The referendums SGA as a whole is becoming the new fronthat were to be on tier; making people more responsible in
the ballot were also introduced by a senator, their decisions," he said.
The names on the ballot should be in order
as was the amendments. According to the
Constitution, the president and the Student of the declaration of candidacy and active
Body are the only powers with the capacity campaigning begins after 6 p.m. on Oct. l.
to call for a referendum election. The refer- . The results are scheduled to be posted by 9
endums proposed discussed transferring a.m. on Oct. 8. If there are run-off elections,
student funding of the Campus Shuttle they are scheduled for Oct. 13-14. Those
Trust Fund to another body and the.dissolu- results are scheduled to be posted by 9 a.m.
tion of the Campus Repair and on Oct.15.
Replacement Trust.
An Activity and Fee Review Committee is
Another difference during these elections also in the · works between the
is that a full Election Commission will be Administration
and
the
Student
operating. During the past election there Government. The committee will be made
were eight commissioners when there are up of students and faculty. Half of the comsupposed to be 15. There will also be adver- mittee will be chosen by Student Body
tisements to help broaden student aware- President Jason Murphy and the other half
chosen by UCF President John Hitt. There
ness of the elections.
According to Richard Maxwell, the will also be a chair that has to agree with
Senate president, there was not enough both of the presidents. This would be a fororganization by the Election Commission mal procedure declared by the Board of
for the previous elections and not enough Regents to exercise that option. This comadvertising by SGA to obtain student inter- mittee is a shared governing body that will
·
est in the elections.
help review and set the fees at UCF.
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We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas.
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It's all about making an impact.
Information Session-Tuesday, October 6, 4:00 - 6:00 p.m., Holiday Inn Select, 12125 High Tech Avenue, Orlando
Resumes welcome, business casual attire.

•
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You know you.'re more than a piece of paper. You're
bursting with ideas and insights that can change the
world of business. And at Andersen Consulting,
we want them.
As a leading global management and technology
consulting organization, we bring our insights and
ideas to world-class clients to help them achieve
~1998

Andersen

Cor.sul:ir.~.

Ali rights reserved. An equal opportonity employer.

profound change. After all, it takes powerful ideas to
align strategy with people, processes and technology.
We'll provide first-rate training and guidance, and
expose you to a variety of projects and industries. All
of which builds a solid taundation for your futu~e.
Take this opportunity to talk to us about yourself,
and most importantly, your ideas.

Visit our We.b site at www.ac.com

Andersen
Consulting
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Bookstore becomes popular hangout for .students
From PAGE 1
and Noble College Bookstores,
Inc. We have similar trades and
everything, but the focus of our
company in the college division
is to work with college campuses."
The UCF Administration
Finance Office has a contract
with Barnes and Noble College
Bookstores for it to operate the
bookstore for the university.
"Basically it's the UCF
Bookstore operated by Barnes
and Noble," said Eckhart, "we
pay the university a commission
on a percentage of our gross sales
in order to be here to run the store
for them."
Ron Amador, who works in the
Technology Center of the bookstore, has been working in the
UCF Bookstore for the last two
years. He said there have been a
lot of changes but the main one is
that "the state store was a little
less customer friendly. Barnes
and Nob le is a commercial store
and so they are a' lot more customer oriented."
"It's very modern and looks like
the Barnes and Noble Bookstores
off campus,'' said UCF senior
Omar Felix._"It has a very relaxing atmosphere and is a cool
place to hang out between classes."
The former bookstore had the
usual selection of textbooks,

UCF-related gift items and
school supplies. The new store
has expanded those sections and
added more sections as well. For
example, there is a UCF Market
in which students can purchase
snacks and drinks and other
assorted items.
There are more than 30,000
general reading books and shop- .
pers can special order any book in
print for no additional charge.
There is a new cafe, similar to
the ones in the Barnes and Noble
bookstores
around
town.
According to Eckhart, the cafe
stays busy as well.
"Our cafe seats 73 people," he
said. "On most days we have
betw~en 50 and 60 people seated
out there. Oftentimes, you'll see
people with a notebook or a book
studying and sipping on a cup of
coffee.
''Most people don't even know
that we also have two bar stools
in the cafe which have Internet
access, you can come in and plug
in your notebook,'' Eckhart said.
"More and more people are learning that and are bringing their
laptops along· with them while
having a cup of coffee and a
snack."
According to Eckhart_the bookstore is encouraging the use of the
bookstore by formal groups. One
group, Sigma Tau Delta, the
National English Honor Society,
came in on Tuesday (Sept. 29) for

open mike poetry readings.
"We want more groups and
organizations," he said. "If they
knew we had this capability, we
think they would love to come in
and get involved. We are also
planning to have an acoustical
group come in and play occasionally."
In addition, the bookstore staff
is working out details for author
signings to inclttde some faculty
members who have authored
books.
One new aspect af the bookstore is· the Technology Center.
"We sell computer software and
peripherals like. diskettes, zip drives and printer cables," Eckhart
said. "We do not sell actual comw
puters. The biggest thing is that
we sell computer software at an
academic price which means you
can buy the exact same produc:t in
our store that you would find ·in
for exa!llple, an Office Depot, but
at a much reduced price, just
because you have a student, staff
or faculty ID."
Eckhart also encourages students to get their textbooks from
the UCF Bookstore. "We guarantee the lowest textbook. prices,
for example, if you shop CB&S
and come tell me that the book at
CB&S is a dollar lower, I'll beat
their price," he said. "We buy
back books everyday. We don't
have a set time frame to buy back
books.

Photo by Kevin Colber

The new bookstore has added more sections for students including a wider variety of UCF apparel.
"We buy books based on
demand and our demand gets
greater at the end of the term,'' he
said, "that's when professors are
telling us what they want to use
next term-but if y~u came in
today with a textbook and wanted
to get rid of it, I would give you
whatever the current market

value is."
- According to Eckhart, the
"biggest thing is that as a separate
company corning in here, we just
want to make sure that everyone
understands we are _partners with
the university and that we are
here for the UCF community as
~
the campus bookstore."
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Violence is on the rise around UCF
By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor
Is it me, or are we getting more violent?
The new semestser is still reasonably
young and I have already encountered
several threats of violence upon myself. I
am not a violent person, as a matter of
fact, the mere thought usually makes me
laugh. But it seems that you can' t do anything anymore without the situation eventually being lowered to caveman status.
What is wrong with these people?
This epic dilemma seems to be most
prevalent in the new apartment complexes surrounding UCF. I recently heard that
in one of these complexes there is a regular brawl just about every weekend, usually culminating in someone flashing a
gun or a knife. A gun or a knife!! Who are
.. .____ these people? In the immortal words of
Rodney King, who I am sure is doing
good right now as we speak somewhere
out in the world, "Can't we all just...not
carry GUNS and KNIVES?!?!"
Ofcourse, I don't think the situation is
helped at all by the amount of friendly
police officers prowling around the parking lots like sharks in bloody water. These
people are not the answer, if anything

they are making the problem worse. streets are obviously public property.
Walking outside your apartment and wit- Contrary to popular opinion, they do not
nesswing cop cars slowly pass by your go looking for people to arrest, but if they
door while flashing a spotlight at you may see a problem that they have to take care
have a negative effect on you. I mean, of, well, that's they're job," Yambor said.
let's face it, we don' t live in Iran. Police
Or is it? It seems that the ever-present
action is not an absolute necessity, yet.
police officer has slowly made his presBut the question remains: Why is it that ence well known and it seems to only be
even when all is quiet on the property aggravating the situation even worse.
there still seems to be a veritable brigade Recently I was in Denny's and there was
of police officers patrolling the area, a slight mix up with another party. While
especially when the complexes are pri- there was clearly no intentional criticism
vate property? Well, my crack team of going on, the situation could have easily
researchers were able to come up with been taken care of between our two partheir first real quote from a real person in ties. Immediately a police officer came up
the year and a half that I have been doing to our two tables to make sure the situathis, I guess it was bound to happen even- tion was under control, which it was, but
tually. Drew Yambor works for the . it seems that his presence only made the
Northgate Lakes apartment complex, situation that much more tense.
which has experienced its fair share of
The rival party seemed to get even
growing pains over the past two months . more aggravated with each appearance by
Northgate Lakes continues to have prob- the well-intentioned cop until I convinced
lems over the weekends with parties, him that we could handle the situation on
fights, and under-age drinking, during our own. Once he left we ended up apoliwhich there is always an ample supply of gizing to each other and actually ended up
police officers on hand.
having a normal conversation and a cou"Concerning the police officers on ple of laughs.
property, they are allowed to patrol the
But the problem does not lie solely upon
streets of the complex just as they would the cops shoulders, nor should it. Actually
downtown or anywhere else because the I don't know what has lended itself to this

sudden feeling of rage that dwells within
so many of us, and why now? I attribute
part of the problem to too many people.
Rodney King had no idea when he uttered
that famous quote of his that the overwhelming answer to the question was a
resounding "NO". Even in an environment such as ours, which was created to
assist people in learning, can we learn to
just get along. That is something that I
don't think we can ever accomplish. It is
a worthwhile goal, but not a realistic one.
Why? Because there are still people stuck
in the Paleolithic period who cannot talk
out there disagreements. These people
must express themselves through violence, and many times they 'may be
unprovoked.
Personally, however, and this may
sound self-serving, but for those of you
that must express yourself through violence please stop randomly picking me! I
would be delighted to talk these problems
out with you, but just don't come charging at me with an ignorant comment so as
to really get me going, because, in all
likelihood, I'll just laugh at y~:m; which
will really get you mad and then I'll end
up in a hospital bed. Somebody ca11 the
cops!!!

•

.INTERNATIONAL
-S TUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Welcomes you to
The Ninth Annual International Fair
Monday, October 12th, 1998

From 11:00 AM to 6:00 PM

At the Student Center Auditorium
Open to the UCF

Funded

& Orlando Community

By Activity & Service Fee throttgh

Student Government Association

Panama...Peru
...Chile

•
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Each year...

up to half a million people contract

GENITAL HERPES.
For More Information, Call:

•

Volunteers Needed. We~ conducting a
Clinical Research Study of an invcstigational drug
for the treatment of genital herpes. Participants must
be at least 18 years of age, and have expcrialced at
least 4 episodes of genital herpes within the last year.
Compensation paid for your participation. *Cu"ent
symptoms are not required to participate.

I

Ca-·n llave
1
\ o·ur Pr in ts
All o~ver ItJ
Imagine creating innooative
softlcare so advanced that
there ;,., no clear cul compelilion. Tlwt's e:mct(y u;hat
we 're done al Citri.:r . ~ystems!
As tlte umrlcl:-; source for
high-per.Jimnance irmorations,
our aww<l-u11:m1in.g soft/l'are
ha.> become the induslrJ·
standard.for ente17>rise
opplicalions sharing worldwide. Don't just take a Joh,
make an impact on the 1.corlrl
~y pultin2: J f.Jlt r creativit,y
and skills tu work .for
Citri;r S.>·st(~ms!

•

tthg in reference to Nathalia Berner's letter fn:Jrt\ tile
eri3rcl:issue of the Future. First, I will conune~d ·~~
,t)~~,1 s~hool spirit. I too have attended every b,QJ;\1¢
,•<~iiice I have been to this school, and al$9 st.r . ,w
¢ · that people that show more pride in <>tbet sct!~ts
' i-0lthose other schools. Yet I am also appalled at ~~r ·
.'.UCF Greek system's display of Jtatemt .
. ;rid€'. Yes the football games are about shi!>Wtng Jl ,, .
j~~;;scli()ol. But when you see me come up to that
,:pg. iµy_ !~tters and my colors, whether they be red and_pur.;; ·
~!~&'AJi(;tyellow, or garnet and yellow, I want evel)fon¢t() <
. wju$t how proud I am to be a brother of my fraternity,"~t ·
.. >• . at lfeel is the best damn school in the state. When I heard
, ; ~~ple.comment on that letter and talk about how they remem'.'.~et seeing nothing but my fraternity's colors in the Greek se¢' ti()n~ I am the proudest person on Earth to know that my entire
chapter wants to come out and support the best football team ·
gps school has ever had. I think this sort of judgment is what
. ~hl<es our school's outstanding Greek system look so bad.
1

I

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
(4J)7) 249-7878

To1norro\v's
'"fechnology

lors ofpride not limited to
·. ·"1!Jd gold

game ,

\Ve Will Be On Yom· Campus
October 5th & 6th
Citrix Information Session
Monday, Octoher 5th
5::~0- 7:00PM
Building #7-Career Hesource Cen,t er

Citrix On-Campus Interviews
'l\tesclav, October 6th

8::!0Al\.f-t3:30PM
If yn11 are \vorking luward a Bachelor's/1\h1 s t~>.r 1'
Dt:grf.'e in:
'·
• Computer St:iencc
• Compnter Engineering
0

-Ashley Burns

.
•MIS/IT
You niay qualify for one of the following oppormnitie:;:
• Software Engineer

• Test Engineer

• 'Il.~chnicnl Writ.er

• Tt>dmical Support
EngiHeer

• Competitive Salaries • Oenerous Benefits
• Stock Option <.\, Purcha.w Plans (1V11S1.>AQ: ens;
• Casual Workplace • Onsite Fitness Center

;!ir~IJ. . .Defense

of the Greeks

·<. . -:~ l'Bis letter is in response to Gary Cahen's "A plea to the
i. grey~," who stated that the Greek fans at UCF show more

[·i!~r~~~ !jn their lytters than to the university itself.

.. .

,:r Tn,apperi to be a member of a UCF fraternity and an acid UeF
,,,,.,.

lf you 'd like tn have a hand in tomorrow's technology,

if'

please visit with our rt'present.alive on your campus.
Or yon niay forward a resume to: CITIUX, Human

' fQ@.tball fan. My brothers and I feel that the comments m.ade

Hcsourccs, 6400 NW 6th Way, Ft. J,anderdalc,
Ji'L ;~3309; Fax:. 954-267-2565; E-ma:il:
hr@citrix.com

·•
CITRIX®
•

The freedom t.o create .

the toolti to grow, :
the power to succeed

www.citrix.com
An equal opportunity employer.

'·'""""~··

' i;~r~ way offbase.
' '
/~~) wed0 .wear our ownierseys, but if were not forGr~~h
!·~.' ; .~''$tude.µt section would be far from capacity. The Greek$ at
,' .1:.tijis 9Dlversity provide a ton of spirit. We come to the games
·c

;;;ft~b ttat?.~

·

pn our cars, signs and pompons in our hand§i .~~''
•.••.• 1<?~1 X'oic~s yelling constantly. Mr. Cahen feels tttat. ~~~<
·ks ar~ only there to "boost their egos." If this were tbe 4ul:P1"

· ·taskyou,:,~ ate we the loudest?
~ ;ru,-¢- w~ the most numerous?
'(e are '~pproximately 3,000 Greek members on thi$ iij,rt:'''
;'.·;~~, ieaving27,000 to out cheer us. I challenge you co dcrj~st
...... ·•·.··.··. ,

.,

...

·.··

·;

r#ltllat the UCF Greeks are not a travesty to the Uni~~rsftyf

•

force

all program, but in fact are the major contributing
~its. growing success.
·Ken Mihalyov & Trayj~ McLel,

•

''ih'ERS TO THE EDITOR

Pouc:~~
·==·:u~

•

•

Graduate
Admissions W_
orkshop
Tonight, September 30
Student Union, Room 224, 6:30 7:30 p.m.
RSVP @ 1-800-KAP-TEST
Sponsored by:
The Student Alumni Association
A Kaplan
. representative will be on hand
to give comprehensive, semi-personal
advice on the application and admissions
process for admission into graduate school.
Topics include: school expectations, self
assessment, resumes, school selection,
personal statements, and how to
better your chances
of admission.

•

•

U~F
SAA For more. information call 407-823-3453.
-
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October scares up a·varietv ot tlicks
By STACEY COPELAND
Entertainment Writer
Is everybody ready for a study break?
Well, check out thenew movies headed to
a 'theater near you' in October:
•Antz (Oct.2) - Starring the voices of
Woody Allen, Sharon Stone, Gene
Hackman and Slyvester Stallone. This
animated tale is brought to us by Jeffrey
Katzenberg, the man who jumped ship a
while ago and left Disney to be the head
'graphics guru' at Dreamworks' (Ole
Mike Eisner probably had a fit about that
one). The film stars Woody Allen as the
voice of a drone who accidently ends up
starting a revolution in his Central Park
colony. With Katzenberg at the wheel,
this sounds like a fun ride.
•A Night at the Roxlmry (Oct.2) Starring 'those guys from Saturday Night
Live". These two head-boppin brothers
take on the L.A. club scene and try to
dance their way into womens' hearts. The
skit from SNL that this movie is based on
is absolutely hilarious ~s a skit. But can
they keep us interested for an entire two
hours-? We'll see.
•What Dreams May Come (Oct.2) Starring Robin Williams, Cuba Gooding
Jr. and Anabella Sciorra. This film is
based on Richard Matheson's trippy 1979
novel. It stars Williams as a family man
who is killed in a car crash and enters
heaven. His gtjef stricken wife (Sciorra)
kills herself and is sent to hell. Williams
decides that he can't live, err, die without
Sciorra and leaves heaven to rescue her.
Grab the tissues and share with a friend.

Special to the Future

Robin Williams and Annabella Sciorra star as a married couple whose untimely
deaths separate them in the afterlife in the fantasy "What Dreams May Come".
This one sounds interesting.
•Practical Magic (Oct.9) - Starring
Nicole Kidman and Sandra Bullock.
These two star as sisters in a family of
witches who have been cursed .for 100
years. Any man who falls in love with
them is guaranteed to meet an early death.
So if any of you guys see these two chicks
walking around on campus, RUN! The
director claims the movie is really about
families and the special bond that sisters
share(even if they do just happen to kill
off all their boyfriends). I'll pass.
•Holy Man (Oct~9) - Starring Eddie
Murppy and Kelly Preston. Murphy stars

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL:
$1.50 Bud and Bud Light bottles.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE:
$2 Coronas from 9-11 p.m.
WEDNESDAY: SouthPark night
$1 SouthPaw longnecks from 9-11 p.m.
THURSDAY: Killians night
$2 Killians pints from 8-10 p.m.
FRIDAY: All You Can Drink
$5 all you can drink Red Dog from 7-9 p.m.
SATURDAY: College Football
On the Big Screen! $2 Bud Light pints all day.
SUNDAY: All You Can Eat Wings
NFL Football and $2 Fat Ass Red Dogs all day.
282-1900 • Fax 282-1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union

as a televangelist whose message is that
shopping by television can be a religious
experience. Huh?
•Beloved (Oct.16) - Starring Oprah
Winfrey and Danny Glover. Winfrey stars
as an escaped slave who is haunted by a
child she murdered. She also can't seem
to shake the heritage of slavery she has
tried to hard to hide. Yes, many of you
may remember being forced to read this in
high school. It may take on new meaning
now or you might still hate it. You decide.
•Pleasantville (Oct.16) - Starring Joan
Allen, William lL Macy and Jeff Daniels.
This is just one of those regular, run-of-

the-mill stories about adults who have to
cope with two modern-day teenage siblings. Oh wait, did I forget to mention
that the kids are trapped in a squeaky
clean 1950s black-and-white sitcom. Call
it The Truman Show meets Back to The
Future.
•Home Fries (Oct.16) - Starring Drew
Barrymore, Luke WilSbn and Jake Busey.
Barrymore stars as a pregnant fast-food
worker who falls for a young man AND
his stepfather. The mother and wife
involved in all this isn't too happy about
the situation and poor Barrymore finds
herself in a sticky spot when one of her
boyfriends ends up dead. Hmmm, I think
the writers have been watching a few too
many soap operas, no?
•Bride of Chucky (Oct.16) -Starring
Jennifer Tilly, John Ritter and
well..Chucky, of course. Ok, this movie is
a lesson that there is someone out there
for everybody, no matter how big a lOser a
person (or doll) might be. I mean, if
Chucky can find a soulmate, I think
everyone can. The psychotic doll is back
as he finds his ''other half' and takes off
on a cross-country killing spree. What a
romantic honeymoon!
•Soldier (Oct.23) - Starring Kurt
·· Russell and Jason Scott Lee. Yes, boys
and girls, it's time for a sci-fi Western!
Russell -stars as an over-the-hill fighting
man who is confined to a dreary existence
by his military masters. Supposedly he
doesn't have much dialogue. He just goes
around blowing lots of stuff up and looking mean. Boy, this just gets more exciting QY the minute, huh? No thanks ....
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•
housemates to catch on to the latest
indie-rock craze.

•

has a style, it can also be said that it's
a style we've all heard many times
before, and often better.

-Luce Strikes

-B.W. Earl

DJ Cam

,

The Brian Setzer
Orchestra

The Beat Assassinated
(lnflamable Records)

Various Artists
Theatre of Sound
(Shad~w Records)

•

..

•

Post-Rock. The temi coined by
British journalists makes very little
sense. It makes even less sense in
describing why, or how, Shadow
records, best known for their acid- hip
hop-electronic- jazz-hybrids like Cujo
and Dj Cam, can honestly expect their
listeners to understand what post-rock
IS. · For those without Tortoise and
Flying Sacuer Attack badges tacked to
their breast, the meaning implies that
the likes gathered on compilations like
Theatre of Sound have gone beyond
the sheer adrenaline shiver of Elvis,
the psychedelic escapism of the
Beatles, or even the hump frumper
extraordinaire James Brown. PostRock is less a sound than a space ...
where rock music used to take place.
Guitar melodies which once ran their
course in three minutes now stretch as
long as Skyray's bong-suc~g
18+minutes. Oth~rs, like Flying
Saucer Attack, attempt to bury rhythm
and melody beneath a monsoon of
lucre feedback. If you crave a pepsi
and quaalude, than Threatre of Sound
will provide ample compliment to
your sipping and swallowing. Just
don't expect your happy hardcore

Has anyone visited France,
lately? If you haven't, then you will
definitely want to hear.this CD. DJ
Cam is the flavor of the month with
his latest CD, The Beat Assassinated.
Imported for your hearing pleasure, he
explores hip-hop from a whole new
perspective. Each track offers phat
samples and crazy, funky scratching.
Some of the songs started with piano
interludes that brought the listener to
euphoric heights, blended with car
sounds and descent vocals, to give an
all around pleasurable musical experience. Not all the songs were produced
by DJ Cam, like "Raise Up," which
features Channel Live, and "Hardcore
Freestyle," featuring Otis. DJ Cam
was kind enough to share the spotlight
with several other artists to give this
style of music more to appreciate.
Props go out to Homebru, DJ
JMDEE, DJ DJAM, and Silver Bullet
for their contributions. Some of the
better songs were "Inside In A Mind,"

The Dirty Boogie
(lnterscope Records)

which is one of DJ Cam's tracks and
the rough house workout "Pressure,"
that featured Homebru. Check this CD
out, it has a lot to offer and its worth
the money.

· - Mercedes McEhnurry

Nutrajet
(DisarraygunJ
The last couple of years have seen
an explosion of talent coming from the
Orlando area. Matchbox 20, the
Backstreet Boys, and N Sync have all
hit paydirt on the radio and in the CD
stores. With this success comes the
certainty that ~any other hometown
bands will strive to match the popularity of their fellow Central Floridians.
Nutrajet attempts this, and attempts
this loudly. Perhaps a bit too loudly.
With a blaring guitar and drum kit to
match, Nutrajet certainly gets your
attention. Keeping that attention is
another matter entirely. The six tunes ·
don't actually go anywhere, and when
you've heard one song on the CD,
you've pretty much heard them all.
The lyrics take a backseat to the
music. Then again, they really don't
have a choice. Greg Reinal's riffs are
amplified to the point where his own
vocals -can hardly be made out. While
it could be said ·that Nutrajet definitely

See the world from
a whole new perspective.

If you have been watching MTV
lately, then you have heard these cats
before. "Jump Jive An' Wail" has
become very popular, and with the
shift into swing in the 90's, everyone
is getting down on the dance floor
once again to relive an era that had its
day and has come back twice as hard ..
Brian Setzer is familiar to those who
liked Robert Plant, that's right, he
played guitar with them and now is in
his own swing of things and has produced with the help of Peter Collins
from
Music a rockin CD. Offering
a variety of instruments, including the
saxophone, trumpet, trombone, bass,
piano, drums and percussion, there's
also special guest vocals by Gwen
Steffani in "You're The Boss,'' and of
course Brian Setzer playing the guitar
and doing vocals. With all this talent

Jm

See LISTEN UP!, Page 16

~<J.A..S~$
We buy Junked,
Wrecked, Unwanted
Cars · Trucks · Vans
Free Towing
9:00 am - 7:00 pm 7 Days A Week

679-6620

Arcade classics like:

.

IZ COMING-10·2·98
check 'em out

DISTRIBUTED BV OREAMWORKS DISTRIBUTION LLC.

@

collegestudent.com

www.pepsi.com/antz
f> I> J"

...Pacrnan
...frogger
...Gioba~ ·
Therrnonuciear
illarfare

TM &Q 1998 OREAMWORKS L.L.C. ~~
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ANNABELLA

CUBA

ROBIN

this CD is sure to be a hit. Some of the better songs, which was hard
to choose because they were all good, had to be "You're The Boss,"
and "Rock This Town." If swing is your thing, then pick this CD up
because it will surely keep you groovin' all night long.
-Mercedes McElmurry

WILLIAMS GOODING, JR. SCI OR.KA
THIS FRJDAY, THE END

Is Just THE BEGJNNING.

Snowpony
The Slow-Motion World of Snowpony
(Radioactive Records}
You start to worry about
listening to a band's CD
when you find out that the
three members have been in
a grand total of eight bands
in their careers. If they had
been in so many combinations that didn't work out,
what can you expect from
this album? Surprisingly,
you can expect an ambitious
and well-executed first effort
from this English trio. The
Slow-Motion World follows
the same vein of alternative rock that is riding high as of late with
solid CDs such as Garbage's Version 2.0. In fact, Snowpony's effort
most resembles the style of Shirley Manson & Co., with the pace
slowed by a notch or two. The eleven tracks on SM.W are, for the
most part, very catchy. In particular, the opener, "Easy Way Down,"
is an adrenaline rush that will create a headbanging mood in the
room. There are some points in the CD where Snowpony bite off
more than they can chew. In "Bad Sister," for example, the normal
bass guitar and drum beat is combined with a jazzy trumpet section.
It's a sound idea, but the execution isn't as seamless as it could've
been. Katharine Gifford's vocals are consistent throughout, but it's
without the poison dart delivery that Manson possesses in Version
2.0. However, it will be the momentum of the overall disc that will
make SMW a half-decent CD for driving down a long stretch of
highway on a still night.
-B.W. Earl

Various Artists
James Brown:S Original Funky Divas
(Polydor}
Astonishing. These singers,
produced by James Brown at
his creative height, were
sidelined as the Godfather's
opening acts rather than
beamed into the spotlight
where they should have
been. Until this release, the
average Soul fan, much less
music fan, would be excused
for their ignorance if they
didn't know who Lyn
Collins or Vicki Anderson or
Marva Whitney was. This,
in spite of the fact that they recorded some of the most influential and
groundbreaklng rhythm and blues of the last half century. Some of
the songs have made there way into today's musical arena by way of
hip-hop samples (Eric B & Rakim), while some were re-recorded by
more commercially successful artists. Tragically, their most compelling legacy is that they burned out before deserved stardom
became reality. This is partly due to thejnfamy of James Brown. A
womanizer who used these women as objects in his traveling parade
of Soul divas. While some were exposed to drugs and violence of his
band, which included the mighty Maceo Parker and the unecxplainable Bootsy Collins, without a support network to fall back on. In
short, this collection of James Brown affiliated Soul Singers stands
as a monument in parallel to the best of Motown or even Phil
Spector's vast girl group empire. Now is your chance to rediscover,
for the first time, where Eryka Bad'U, Toni Braxton, Missy Elliott and I .
even Fiona Apple ( !) gathered soil for the roots of American Soul.
-Luce Strikes

Top 10 CDs
1. King Chango- Sff
2. Disjam- Return of the
Manchurian Candidate
3. Various- Theatre of Sound
4. James Brown's Original
Funky Divas

5. Rob Zombie- "Dragula"
Video
6. Asian Dub FoundationRafi' s Revenge
7. 4 Hero- Two Pages
8. Luniz- I Got Five On It
(Urban Takeover Reill.ix)
9. Elliot Smith- XQ
10. Jurassic 5 EP

9 Out of 10 Kaplan
students get into
one of their top-choice
law schools.t
Competition for law school is tough, and your LSAT score can make all the difference. That's why
you need to take Kaplan. For 60 years, we've helped more students get into law school than all
other test prep companies combined. That's why we're the #1 choice for LSAT prep.

The December 5th LSAT is just around the corner, Kaplan has classes
for the LSAT starting October 1Oth and 22nd.

1--BOO·KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com
0

LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council.
Bruskin-Goldring Research Study of students at the top SO law schools.

~t1998

Call or check out our web site to study anywhere in the U.S.
.
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Urban Legend is aScream

•

By FOREST CRUMPLER
Entertainment Writer
Everybody has a story of someone on their block, in their
school, or even in their distant
family who has befallen a grisly
fate at the hands of some psycho
killer. They are all true, and we
all swear that they happened
close to us. These are urban legends, and every town has their
own, but that's all they are- legends ! Or are they?
Urban Legend tells about a university campus that turns fantasy
into reality. This film is the
directorial debut of 26 year old
Australian fiJmmaker Jamie
Blanks. It stars Alicia Witt
(Cybill), Rebecca Gayheart (that
cute Noxema girl), Jered Leto
(My So Called Life), and Joshua

Jackson (Dawson's Creek) as students on the campus of Pendieton
College, a college with a gruesome past.
When the past comes back to
haunt Pendleton,-the bodies seem
to be piling up near to student
Natalie (Witt) and her friends. As
Natalie delves deeper into the
murders, more people she cares
about end up dead. Along with
the school news man, Paul (Leto)
and her good friend Brenda
(Gayheart), Natalie tries to find
out the truth.
Urban Legend is a regular
thriller with a few exceptions.
The exceptions came in the only
places that they could in this type
of movie where the main objective is to show killing and mystery, in the plot twists. Let's face
it, there are only so many ways
you can show an ax murder, but

PRINCIPLES

•

'
•

of

SOUND

who done it? That is where the
fun lies.
Urban Legend takes you on a
ride of 'which one of the many'
that was showcased in Scream
l& 2, but it's done pretty well.
There were a few inventive
killing scenes that were impressive but most were done with a
boring old ax. For a debut, the
directing was surprisingly well
done and the technical aspect of
the film was very good.
What's most impressive is by
far the acting. The main characters are good and pull off their
characters well enough, but the
show was stolen entirely by
Rebecca Gayheart. Not only is
she physically impressive, but
she is an extremely talented actor
as well. The characterization she
gives in Urban Legend was, to
me, the best part of the entire

RETIREMENT

Special to the Future

An angry UCF student attacks an innocent sorority sister on her
way to the big keg party in the new slasher flick Urban Legend.
film. Another good character
template was Reese, the security
guard with aspirations to become
"Foxy Brown."

INVESTING

RECENTLY.
MORNINGSTAR cl\LLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LII<ETHAT•
J\ ll financial companies charge operating fees

[variable annuity] policy, and is even competitive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it offers far more benefits." 4

~ and expenses - some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
shoul4-towards building a comfortable future.

"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."

We make low expenses a top priority.

Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Morningstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run, too.
At TIM-CREF, we believe people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, over two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable and secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
1800 842-2776. We'd consider it a compliment.

As the largest retirement system in the
world 1 -a nonprofit company focused exclusively on the financial needs of the educational
and research communities.....- our expenses are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries .2
In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.31 % average fund
expenses are less than half of the expense charges
of comparable funds.3 It's why Morningstarone of the nation's leading sources of annuity and
mutual fund information.....- says, ''.At that level
[TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other ,

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

•

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
I. Based on $236 billion in assets under management. 2. Standard d Poor'.J [11.,mrance Rating Anal.yt1u, 1998; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc.,
Lipper-Di.redol'J 'Analytical Data 1998 (Quarterly). 3. Of the 4,829 variable annuities tracked by Morningstar, the average fund had total fees

•

combining ann!!al expenses of 0.82% plus an insurance expense of 1.27%. Source: Morningstar, Inc., for periods ending 7/31/98.
4. Source: Morningstar Principia Vari.a.bleAnnuitiu/Life 4130198 .
TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account.
For more COplplete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 soq 842-2776, extension 5509, for the prospectuses.
• Read them carefully before you invest or send money.

.

'

With good action and some
intense thrills, Urban Legend,
will be sure to throw a date off
their seat and into your arms.
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We've get great ~tudent

discau~ts

. >on demastic .ttavat too •. .

Lead Stories
•And Perrier and bowls of red M&M's: When
authorities raided a cockfighting operation near
Gadsden, Ala., in July, they found not only a
restaurant and 250-seat theater for patrons, but
two aiI.conditioned trailers in which the roosters
hung out before their matches, one of which featured piped-in country music.
•According to a Reuters wire service report in
August, lobbyists in Bonn, Germany, called the
Working Group for the Unemployed held a series
of rallies to demand six weeks' annual paid vacation for people out of work, pointing out that
those looking for work often are under greater
stress than those with jobs and thus need a longer
holiday.
•In September, federal, state and local authorities raided a field near Salinas, Calif., and seized
about 1,000 khat plants, which produce a controlled substance that is still fairly new to the
U.S., probably having been introduced by soldiers
who served in Somalia. Khat is said to produce
bliss, clarity of thought, euphoria and excessive
energy. And the Chicago Tribune rep01ted in
August that Abbott Laboratories has just completed successful human trials of ABT-594, a drug
said to be 200 times as powerful as morphine but
still nonaddictive. The drug comes from a tiny
Ecuadoran frog whose highly poisonous secretions have long been used to ~oat blowgun darts.

First Things First
U.S. News & World Report disclosed in July
that Iraq, with a supposedly hungry populace yet
limited to buying only essential "humanitarian"
items under the U.N. trade embargo, ordered 25
rowing machines and four liposuction devices
from a German company. And in August, in a 13page bequest released by the Register of Wills in
Bethlehem, Pa., Robert Allan Miller of
Bethlehem was revealed to have set aside $5,000
for 10 monthly awards "to the most conscientious
police officer(s), who (give) the most traffic tickets to motorists who double-park." Said a friend,
"(Miller) lived on a really narrow street."

Husbands' and Wives'
Intimate Moments
In August, a 26-year-old woman reported being
raped by five men in her van on a street in
Spokane, Wash., and a massive police manhunt
began. Several days later, she apologized and said
the sex was consensual, part of a fantasy she lived
out by picking the men up, and that her husband
was involved. And in i\ugust, a couple from
Silver Spring, Md., were arrested for indecent
exposure at an adult cinema in Baltimore after the
husband had arranged for four men to have sex
with his wife on the premises. According to
police, several other males in the theater complained, apparently because the live sex interfered
~ith their watching sex on the sc_
reen.

More Police Chiefs and
Their Guns
John Grotluschen, police chief of Clarksville,
Iowa, accidentally shot himself in the hand in
August while cleaning his gun. And Bruce Seal,
sheriff of Claiborne County, Tenn., accidentally
shot himself in the foot in July while reaching into
his pocket for his car keys. And _Chuck Lewis,
police chief of Coggon, Iowa, revealed to
reporters in July that because of his 1995 assault
conviction, Sheriff Don Zeller won't give him a
license to carry a gun.

great character that not only should he get back
his boxing license (which was removed after he
bit off part of Evander Holyfield's ear in his last
fight) but is a prime candidate to succeed Kofi
Annan as U.N. secretary general: "I see Mike
solving many of the world's problems."
•Mary Lauro, head of a civic group seeking to
incorporate the new town of Imperial in Jeffen;;on
County, Mo., upset in May that her issue was not
being taken seriously enough by the county commission: "(Commissioner Jon Selsor). is right next
to Hitler, Stalin and all the other dictators."
•The Los Angeles Times reported in July that in
addition to construction of a small park in
Washington, D.C.,'s Dupont Circle neighborhood
named for the late Sonny Bono, there is "talk" at
the University of California, Riverside, of creating a Sonny Bono School of Government.
•In July,_a 28-year-old man was ticketed for
speeding in Great Falls, Mont., allegedly doing
104 in a 45 mph zone. According to the Cascade
County Sheriff John Strandell, the man said he
had just washed his car and needed to drive fast to
dry it off.
•In September in Arusha, Tanzania, former
Rwandan prime minister Jean Kambanda was
convicted of genocide in a United Nations tribunal for his role in the slaughter of 500,000 Rwandan Tutsis in 1994 but professed surprise
that he was sentenced to life in priso1\. His lawyer
said that because Kambanda had cooperated with
authorities in naming his henchman, he was hopeful of doing no more than two years.

Least Competent
Criminal

----~-----~-

~-------

STA TRAVEL

We've been there.

~niversicy Writing Center
''Because Writers Need Readers"
Free to UCF undergraduates!
We can help with anything you write:

James L. Liddell was arrested in Granite City,
Ill., at his home, about an hour after police say he
robbed a Magna Bank branch. Police said Liddell
apparently decided to rob the bank while in line to
cash a $12.19 payroll check rriade out to him,
which was recovered at the scene, along with the
ID he intended to use to cash it.

•:• Any subject
•:• In or out of
class

Recurring Th_emes
News of the Weird reported in 1995 on the preferred expression of worship at the Vineyard
Christian Fellowship Church, Toronto, Ontario:
falling to the floor in soothing laughter over the
greatness of the Holy Spirit. Worshipers came
from around the world seeking the "Toronto
Blessing" that is likened to the euphoria in other
religions that causes adherents to speak in
tongues. Among the more successful progra~s in
the U.S., according to recent reports in the
Chicago Sun Times (August) and the Providence
Journal-Bulletin (September), are the nondenominational Fun Church in Chicago that also attracts
busloads of worshipers from Indiana and the
"Laughing Revival" of the New Life Worship
Center in Smithfield, RI., whose parishioners
may remain on the floor for up to an hour, giggling.

Undignified Death
In September in Lanham, Md., a 26-year-old
man lost control of his motorcycle and crashed,
killing himself. Police said it was alcohol-related;
four hours earlier, the man had been driven home
from a part-time job, which was to get drunk at a
police training class so officers could practice
doing sobriety tests on him. When he left work,
he had a 0.12 blood-alcohol level.

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd,
P.O. Box 8306, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
Weird@compuserve.com. Chuck Shepherds latest
·paperback, "The Concrete Enema and Other
News of the Weird Classics," is now available at
•Rev. Muhamed Siddeeq, spiritual adviser to bookstores everywhere. To order it direct, call 1Mike Tyson, telling the New Jersey State Athletic 800-642-6480 and mention this newspaper. The
Commission in July that the fighter is of such price is $6.95 plus $2 shipping.)

I Don't Think So

Si/j

•:• Any stage of the
writing process
For more information, call 823-2197 or visit our
website: http://reach.ucf.edu/-uwc
<

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
t$
PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

.

(

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD(I'ENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY~ SRG.=.J55
MONDAY • FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association

<
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ACROSS
1 Bear1ike animal
6 Church area
1ODestine to
tragedy
14 Putting surface
15 Manufactured
facts
16 Radames'
beloved
17 Performed
18 Surrounded
20 Fast-crowd
member
22 Watery impact
25 Jostled
29 Mariner's hail
30 Change
completely
34 Singer Baker
35 Solemn promise
36 Precede
38 Male heir
39 Picnic pest
40 Enlarging a hole
41 Business abbr.
42 Hilo garland
43 Distributors
44 Cravat
45 Assistants
47 Gardner of
mysteries
48 Bellow
49 Gym shoes,

Making an informed movie choice
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer

•

links to that sort of thing.
There's a link included on
the review page that will let
It has been raining for days ... weeks ... and you're
you listen to a couple of
about to go crazy with cabin fever. If you study for
samples from the soundtrack
one more class you're going to go right off the deep
if you have a Reai Audio
end.
player (and there's the same
How about a movie? Great:.. butwhich one?
deal as with the video viewer) or you can bring the
Making that decision can raise your blood pres- music home with a few clicks of that mouse.
sure more than the things that brought you to this
There are links to online music stores and online
mental condition to begin with.
video stores so you can buy the movie paraphernalia
But nev~r fear...the Movie Guru is here. Well ... a,. that you want. Lest you be left out, you can ord(!-r
mouse click away anyhow.
your own copy of Titanic, withot1t ever leaving your
Make
your
way
over
to.· desk:
·
·•
http://www.movieguru.com and start looking for
·Would you or sow.~?Q.e you 1cnow rather .read th~
what you want to see and have 'a little~ Jun . While · ' boo~ (or maybe you jbst want t.o read the book
you~re doing it.
first) ...just. click away and. you']lJind links to the
The Movie Guru is an Online fuovie ~e'.view~ that~~w book.s 'upon -WW.ch.tlle rrioVie is1b~sed (br i.,n .some
doesn't just give you opinions (some from the guru . . r cases, the book based on the movie).. J'here
also
himself and some<from online readers justlike y-0u). "'list:S "ofrelated bookLAnd. <ffcottrse, y~u can always
There's a whole lot more.
·.·
"buy those booksonlii;le w~tb.,justanotller click of tj:le
You . might have so much.fun findihg out ~bout ; inouse.
,,.. ~·> ,:
.
.

ke

N
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briefly
51 Future oaks
53 Beachcomber's
finds
57 Endangered
60 Rock duo, Hall
and
64 Heavy hammer
65 Trad~ional
knowledge
66 Move as a throng
67 Writing
implements
68 Viewed
69 Laughing predator

;

\..
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e%ploding wi,tll

YOlll(.' OfpiniQn
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6 Pub choices
7 Yearn (for)
8 Fringe group

V N 3 A. H
9 Cuts and splices 1-d,..O-r--Ot-l::!,_1__1-+-r--f-f'-t-+-+--+-1

1OPolyester fabric
11 Lubricate
12 Poetry from
Pindar
13 Frenzied
19 Repositions
pictures
21 Condttion of
agonizing
struggle
22 Actor Telly
23 Call a talk show
24 Shoreline state
26 Guest
27 Certain English
schoolboy
DOWN
28 Ballerinas
1 Links org.
31 Expunge
2 Javelin's path
32 Have scruples
3 Trawling device 33 Bay window
4 Radio station
36 Searcher for
employee
weapons
5 Peruvian heights 37 Imaginary

the 1Jl.9Vies that you may ueyer fli\ake it• ~ut t~ thy 1 <..... , , One~,. y9u·ye

cineplyX.

©1998 Tribune Media Services, Inc

1--1--+-.,......._1--1--+-

46 Art stands
48 Prayer beads
50 Windmill blades
52 Fabric
54 Blackthorn
55 andnow
56 Biblical garden

57
58
59
61
62

Little devil
Actress West
Play on words
Little piggy
Uncountable
years
63 Health retreat

·#i

•

~UCF
KNIGHTS
We need 6 responsible UCF students for
part-time work in the university phonathon

..

Must be available Sun 1-4, Mon 6-9, and Wed 6-9

•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour)
"

1• Student friendly hours (9-18 hours per week)
Evenings Sunday - Thursday

•

•

• Clpse to Campus (Research Park)

For More Information
Call 275-4366
.
~'

•

r

I

1

0
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FOR RENT

I

Marketing Representative needed
to place movie posters in store windows. $9.00-hr + .21 mi
Need a car/camera. Marketing or
Communication major preferred
Call 800-852-6250

SALE

TO ADVERTISE IN THE CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE CALL 977-1009

Two ROOMS FOR RENT IN ALAFAYA
WOODS HOME.
LUCERNE MEDICAL CENTER HAS INTERN8 MINUTES FROM UCF $350 + l/3 UTILITIES.
SHIPS AVAILABLE IN MARKETING,
CALL 293-9218
ACTIVITIES COORDlNATION GERIATRICS, &
ADMINISTRATIONS
For Sale: 1977 OLDSMOBILE
IF INTERESTED CALL 649-6222
AJC, ELECTRIC WINDOW, & RADIO
RUNS GOOD, $600
CALL 365-7062 GUY GERMAIN

i----------------4

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

1987 TOYOTA CAMRY LE LOADED +

I need five ladies to sell roses in top
nightclubs, Pointe Orlando, Roxies, 8
Seconds, Backstage! Earn $15-$25 per
hour, make an easy 75.00 to 200.QO per
night! No uniforms, flexible hours, full
time or part time Hours are 9:00-2:00
nightly from Wednesday thru Sunday
Need car, be assertive, outgoing, and
have smiling personality Wed have fun
and the night g·oes by quickly! Join our
team! Renee 977-0449

SUNROOF, TINTED WINDOWS, ffiTCH
LUGGAGE RACK, 131,000 MI, EXCL CON·
DITION INSIDE AND 'OUT, RUNS GREAT
$3800 OBO, 359-0120
MS OFFICE 97 WORD, EXCEL, POWER Pr,
ACCESS, OUTLOOK, SEALED $79 TAKES IT!
CALL DANIELA 247-7761OR365-0998

I

HELP
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wANTED

.Landscape maintance help needed.
Male or Female, Flexible schedule, will train
GOOD PAY. Taking care of lush landscapes
in a mainly residential setting in the
Altamonte Springs area Part or Full time.
Must have transportation,
Phone, and reference
Call 651-ti666 and leave a voice mail.

Now Hiring Student Notetakers
Earn Money while You Study
Send Application Requests to:
onlinenotes@onlinenotes.com

NEED SOME HELP?Z
Internet· Research, Word Processing,
Editing and Proofreading services available. Reasonable Rates! Pick-up and
delivery on campus. Day/Evening
hours. Home-based.
Call Marsha at 679-6328

SERVICES
Gymnastics teacher wanted. Focus
on pre-school and beginning levels.
Some experience helpful, will train.
~lease call Britney at 297-9033

MICROSOFT OFFICE 97 4 Win 95/8 Pro
edition full version CD w/ MS registration # in sealed MS orig case. Ltd quantity avail @ $100 call (813)208-6991 or
e-mail clearance97@yaboo.com

JEWISH STUDENT UNION/HILLEL'S
BAGEL BRUNCHES!
EVERY SUNDAY FROM 12 - 2
IN THE STUDENT UNION RM 224
CALL 262-1330
jweiss@mindspring.com

APPOINTMENT SETTERS
Guaranteed $8.00 per hour + commission. Lpoking for dependable people
with good speaking voice. World leaders in fitness club marketing. Work in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Visit Central Florida Future Online.
an upbeat and positive environment.
SPANISH TUTOR NEEDED!!
Part or Full time available. Close to
LEARN SWING NOW!!!
CALL 977-3109
UCF. '671-2727
Get in on the hottest dance craze around!
Call For dates, times and location of classes.
Call Nannette 677-7769
Living Yoga
VALET PARKING AITENDANTS NEEDED $6classes
Mon
and
Wed
Evenings
Discounted
----------$12 PER HOUR. PT/ Ff CLEAN CUT
Prices available For Info Call 302-7933
APPEARANCE CALL DOUG 719-8730
$1250
FUNDRAISER
UCF Butokukan Club
Credit Card fundraiser for student orgaATTENTION: Males needed for UCF
Learn an integrated system of martial arts
nizations. You've seen other groups
women's basketball scout team. Basketball form 5 black belt instructors! Coed beginners
skell a must! Please contact Coach
classes are now forming,
doing it, now it's your turn. One week
Charissa 407-823-2985
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
is all it takes. NO gimmicks, No tricks,
Classes are T & TH 8-9:00 PM in the Ed
No obligation. Call of information
WANTED
Bldg's multipurpose room. Call 657-3907 or
today. L-800-932-0528 X 65
PARTICIPANTS FOR VIRTUAL REALI· 277-4408 for more info. Open House/Demo
www.ocmconcepts.com
TY TRAINING RESEARCH. EARN $14
T, 911 & Th 9/3 at 8:30 PM,
Free refreshment!
FOR A SINGLE TWO·HOUR SESSION IN
200,000 - 5 MILLION LUXURY HOME
THE MORNING OR AFfERNOON. CALL
FINANCING STATE WIDE COMPETITNE
FREE CAT ELEVEN MONTHS om!!
THE ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE AT
RATES CALL MR. MOORE FOR FREE
NEEDS A GOOD HOME. NAME IS SASHA.
384-3989
ANALYSIS 1-888-860-1600 EXT 804-480
BEAUTIFUL GRAY TAB!. PLEASE CALL
ASAP 657-3907 KAM

ROOMMATES

MUSIC BY LIVE

LULAV LUAU
kt Lei4'd

DJ

• Hamburgers
. •Hot Dogs
· · ·Veggie Burgers
• and the ever
popular Lulav
Shakes
Cost is only $3.00 per person!

with the Jewish Student Union/Hillel
at its 2nd -Annual Lulav Luau
Sunday Oct 11
4-7 pm at Knights Krossing 111 (pool & pavilion)

Limited to the first 75 people with
paid reservations. Please RSVP by Oct 7.
For more information call 262-1330
or e-mail·us at jweiss@mindspring.com

t•
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GRAPIDC ARTIST POSITION P/T
Experienced with MAC operations & proA CARING AND RELIABLE SITTER NEEDED grams for magazine layout & design. Working
knowledge of scanning and importation of
FOR A SEVEN YEAR OLD BOY.
graphics. Position can become full-time posiEXPERIENCE, REFERENCES, AND TRANStion for right person. Need innovative &
PORTATION REQUIRED. AFrERNOON
creative individual.
HOURS. CALL TO DISCUSS AFTER 6:30 PM
Aexibl~ hours for right person.
@ 407-365-8797
Call Ben Moseley @ ME! Publishing
407/351-1973 FAX 407/522-0878 E-mail@
ME4NEWS@aol.com
FUN ENERGETIC
PEOPLE NEEDED!!
FEMALE HOUSE - TEEN SITTER. ROOM
Bob Knight Photomarketing is hiring
LEARN TO DANCE!!
&BOARD.SMALLSTIPENSMYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED
photographers for the fall and spring
WE TEACH ANY DANCE THAT YOU MUST HAVE A
NEED RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR LOCAL BUSlNESSES. GET PAID TO
semester. Must have reliable trans2 rooms for rent in Oviedo
PARTNER TO DO. BE ABL!l3 1:<J DANCE AT ~VERY
WITHlNGTWOMILESORUCF
SHOP! PLUS, GET FREE MEALS, MERportation, a dark business suit, and own
CLUB OR FUNCTION. CALL Now! NANNETTE
one furnished $350 mo
CALL FOR INTERVIEW 407-207-1456
CHANDJSE AND MORE! To RECEIVE FREE
677-7769
a 35 mm camera. An excellent part
one unfurnished $300 mo utilities
DETAILS SEND A #10 SELF-ADDRESSED
time position with flexible hours, with
included w/d on bus line, community
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO S & J
ATTENTION: WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
UCF GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
pay _based per event. No experience
pool, use of kitchen. References
MANAGERS NEEDED. STIPEND AVAILABLE.
MARKETING 10151 UNIVERSITY,
STUDENT UNION MEETS 'fuEsDAYS AT 8 re.quired and will be checked Call 359needed, will train. Call 599-7972 and
PLEASE CONTACT COACH BROWN 407-823ORLANDO, FL 32817
leave a message for Christina
PM IN THE STUDENT UNION. JOIN US!
5803
. 5228 leave message if necessary

1---------------t

l

The Jewish Student
Union/Hillel
meets every
Sunday for
Bagel Brunch
from noon to 2 pm
in the UCF Student
Union Room 224
Cost $1.50

i

(

"

(

These events are made possible by the generosity of
the UCF Student Government Association and by the
Jewish Federation of Greater Orlando.

(
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NEC

MO'TOAO&.A

DIGITAlll'AlK

NOKIA

2000

Pronto Pager

6160

t conv1n11n1
IOCITIOftl

I

New Store Now Open In Oviedo!
ATs.T Wireless Services
'='

Authorized Dealer

• Latest in Digital Service
• Unlimited Nights & Weekends as Low
as $4.95 per ~onth
• Complete Line of Accessories & Pagers
• Flexible Cellular Rate Plans

$69*

$99*

only
Includes: Pager,
Activation Fee
($20.00 value),
3 months
local service
Expires 8/15198

• Voice and text
message waiting
indicators
•Up to 60 hours
standby time

• 40/50 Hours Digital
Standby Time
• E-Mail Ready
• FREE Caller ID

• E-Mai!Ready

•Restrictions Apply

• Rcstnctions Apply

*Restrictions Apply

• Restrictions Apply

$99*
FREE
CALLER ID

Fifty States. One Rate.
Let freedom ring.*
Introducing AT & T
Digital One Rate. s~ *
• Cenarn Restrictions Apply
Available only with digital
multi network phones

<.
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Knights look for tough road win at Toledo
FromPAGE28
Toledo has not gotten off to as good a
start as they did last year, when they won
their first eight contests. After a season
opening win at home over Temple,
Toledo was destroyed 49-0 by top-ranked
Ohio State. They rebounded well by
beating MAC rival Western Michigan
35-7, but lost last week to Miami (OH)
28-14, allowing All-MAC tailback Travis
Prentice to rush for 227 yards.
"Their loss last week makes our job
harder," said head coach Mike Kruczek.
"I'm sure their coach is stressing focus

and attitude. Not to let it get away. Now, ation.
their backs are against the wall. They're
"All games are critical, but this is
2-2, and can't afford another loss. It's a massive right now. If things work out the
critical time in their season."
way I hope they do this weekend, we're .
UCF has alot to gain from a big road right on track with where we needed to
victory as well. Aside from the disap- be," said Kruczek. "This will be four of
pointing performance at Purdue, for UCF five weeks on the road. That's not easy to
to win two of three on the road is a do."
tremendous
accomplishment.
The
A big crowd is expected at the Glass
Knights will also return home for two of Bowl, making UCF's task all the more
their next three games, while their next difficult. It's homecoming at Toledo, and
two opponents (Northern llliniois and - the Rockets have won 14 of their last 15
SW Louisiana) have yet to win a game. homecoming games. Incidentally, the
Topping the Rockets would ' put Central Rockets did not lose a game at home last
Florida in great shape for bowl consider- year, have notfost at home this year, and

have won nine straight contests at the
Glass Bowl. In addition to the obvious
home field advantage, there's always that
revenge factor.
"I think that (beating them last year)
would probably have more momentum
for them. They have revenge on their
mind," senior wide receiver Siaha Burley
said. "They're probably looking forward
to getting a shot at us again, but we beat
them last year and we feel like we can go
up and beat them again. They are a better
team so we'll take them very seriously. I
think they're looking forward to playing
us more than we are them."

The Art of Deception:
An Intro to Critical Thinking
by Nicholas Capaldi - On 2 Audio Tapes!

Approx 160 min-Only $18.95 (S/H Incl)

Send Check to: Reason Works
PO Box 916481-01, Longwood, FL 32791

Calling Cards
8.9¢/Min
USA to USA All the Time!!

JDFinn, Inc.

,,

888-436-0542
MCNISA/Fone-Cheks ·
home.att.netl-jdflnn/4bestrates.htm

UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
@Student Union Cape
Florida Ballroom

9 PM Wednesday,
September 30th .
FREE ADMISSION* ·
INFO?: call 823-64 71
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/... osa

* Funded by the Activity

and Service Fee -as allo- .
cated·by the Student
Government Association.
Passes available in the
Student Union, Room
215, Student Activities
Passes required. Seating is limited
and not guaranteed. Please arrive
early.

Pre. His spirit set apace only his heart could follow.

Presented in association
with Campus Activities Board

•

•

www.without-limits.com

©WARNER BROS.

www.UCFfuture.com
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Lee, Downey, tight ends step up
From PAGE 28
said. "The other factor was that
they changed their offensive
scheme in two weeks and our kids
hadn't seen that. They became
more power oriented, and I think
that led to a problem in the first
half."
Offensively, UCF made a commitment to run the ball, especially
after they took Llie lead back from
the Falcons. Mike Grant and
Omari Howard seemed to rotate
carries, taking turns at moving the
ball at will on a tiring Bowling
• Green defense.
"I felt very comfortable running the same play over and over
and over again. They had a problem stopping it," said Kruczek.
''My whole objective was io make
first downs and chew up as much
. of the clock as I could and not
give them an opportunity by doing
something dumb offensively and
giving them the ball back."
Personally, Charles Lee shook
off the disappointment of being

benched to overcome last week's
poor performance and his recent
troubles hanging on to the football. Coming off the bench, Lee
made two huge plays in the second half, hauling in a 20-yard
reception in traffic .on a key 3rdand-15 to set up Culpepper's pass
to Ben Goldberg. Later, on an
ironic note, Lee came on with the
'hands team' and ended up recovering and covering up an onside
kick to seal the UCF victory.
"I told him before the football
game that I hadn't lost any confidence in him. He was sitting in the
comer just before we went to out.
I said 'no one's lost confidence in
you Charles, especially me',"
Kruczek said. "I think he reflected
on his past performances this
week and made up his mind to get
it done. There had to have been a
lot of doubt in his mind about
where he stood as far as making
things happen. He came up with
three huge third down conversions. He did a good job."
Also making adjustments were

1 5 °/o

of f

UCF's new primary tight ends,
Blake Thames and the aforementioned Goldberg, who each caught
touchdown passes in the victory.
"They both did a good job,"
Kruczek said. "Thames can be a
great player. He's got a lot to go
work ethic-wise. He can be dominant in a couple of years, but he's
got to get a lot bigger. Goldberg is
a walk-on kid who gives you
everything he's got."
Placekicker Chad bowney,
substituting for the hampered Fred
Waczewski, had a career day,
making his first collegiate field
goal, a 33-yarder into the wind.
He also punted well and converted
all five extra points. Downey's
success overcame a lot of struggling as of late, and was pivotal to
the UCF victory.
"Downey has overcome a lot
of verbal abuse. He was critical in
our success with the field goal and
the extra points and his kickoffs
were massive wi~ the wind,
putting it in the end zone and
establishing field position,"

d a i Iy
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Daunte Culpepper, QB, UCF 23·32, 320 yds, 4 TDs, I TD rush in 38-3 I win over BGSU
Ricky Williams, RB,,Texas

30 carries, 318 yds, 6 TDs in 59-21 win over Rice

Tim Ci)uch, QB, Kentud<y

40-61, 406 yds, 3 TDs, 3 int _in 51-35 loss to Florida

Brock Huard, QB, Washington

18-32, 160 yds, I TD, 2 int in 55-7 loss to Nebraska

Cade McNown, QB, UCLA

DNP due to Hurticane George, Next game Oct 4 vs. WSU

Jamal Lewis, RB, Tennessee

13 carries, 135 yds, 2 TDs in 42-7 win over Houston

Joe Germaine, QB, Chlo State

Off, Next game Oct 4 vs Penn State
2~

RickyWflliams, TS, Texas iech

carries, 105 yds, 2 TDs in 31-24 win over Iowa Sute

Kevin Faulk. RB, LSU

13 carries, 178 yds, 4 TDs in 53-20 win over Idaho

Troy Edwards, WR. ia. Tech 9 •rec, 79 yds, 50 yds rushing. ITD in 31-19 loss to Wyoming
Donovan McNabb, 9s,Syracuse

Off, Next game Oct I at NC State
\.

23-40, 441 yds, 4 TDs in 62-7 wfn over NLU

Michael Bishop, QB, Kansas Stare

Akllii Smith, QB, Oregon

18-29, 357 yds,4 TDs in 63-28 win over Stanford .
Off, Next game Oct 4 vs Penn State

Michael Wiley, RB, Ohio State

.Ron

~'~yne,~B.Wiscon~~n;

;p ~rriers, 168 yds, l TD in 38-7 win ovw Northwestern

Kruczek said. "He did exactly
what we had hoped he would do
in this game, which is a tremendous shot in the arm for his confidence. I was real proud of him."
Culpepper, who has excelled
with the short passing game of
late, threw the ball down the field
more often in the second half taking advantage of well executed

UCF s t u d e n t s ,

f a cu It y

out patterns and UCF's height at
the receiver position. In fact the
key to the game may have been
the quick strike to Mark Nonsant,
which ended up being a 68-yard
touchdown pass completion,
pulling the Knights to within three
early in the third quarter.
And so, the Heisman talk can
continue.
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Weekday Special 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday-Friday

Pork Buster Sandwich
Our own lip-_smackin', slow-cooked pork, piled sky-high on a bun
and slathered with your favorite regional BBQ sauce. Only $5
Includes 1 side dish, regular drink and tax.

(inside Goodings Plaza)

7550 University Blvd.
Winter Park, FL 32792
Phone: 407-678~5594
Fax: 407-678-5513
www.conwaysbbq.com
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Come Party On The Patio!
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Burley has exploded with receptions
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

•

Photo by Kevin Colber

Siaha Burley is currently ranked fourth in the nation
with eight catches per game despite only having three
catches in the season opener.

Siaha Burley started slow this
season for UCF, catching three
passes in UCF's 64-30 win at
Louisiana Tech. Since then, he's
been unstoppable, 29 receptions in
three games and becoming a reliable fixture on the offensive unit.
He proved that importance to the
team during the Knights 38-31 victory at Bowling Green.
"We wanted to come and have
somewhat of a blowout, but it didn't happen that way," Burley ·said.
"I felt that being a leader, I had to
get the offense together and tell
them let not wait for it. Let's get
out and make it happen."
Burley had a career game with
11 receptions and added 146 yards
for his efforts against the Falcons.
He was the clutch receiver for the
Knights
and
was
Daunte
Culpepper's go-to-guy all game,
making many crucial third-down
catches.
"I felt good catching the ball
today. I was confident and I didn't
feel like the corners could cover
me," Burley said. "So when they
called my number, I just felt calm
catching the ball. However many
time he (Culpepper) wanted to
throw, I could have caught it."
When Culpepper did call
Burley's number, he responded in a

big way. Burley, whose previous
career-high was nine receptions,
made eight of his 11 catches for 10
or more yards. His first 10 catches
earned the Knights first downs,
while his final reception resulted in
a 17-yard touchdown.
"I felt like if I played well, that
gives us a better opportunity to win
the game," Burley said. "So I felt
like I had to come out here and do
the best I could."
Head coach Mike Kruczek feels
the same way, saying that it was
his scheme that slowed down
Burley in the opener, not Burley
himself.
"His lack of productivity in the
first game was my fault.Going into
the season, I felt like spreading the
football to all the receivers was the
key to our success, rather than line
him up like we did last year and get
him the football in various places,
but that's what we've done the last
three weeks. We've got him in
position to catch all the passes, so
we'll probably stay with that plan,"
Kruczek said. "His performance
level dictates him getting the football. He's never let us down. He
catches· passes, makes plays, which
is why I continue to get him the
football."
Case in point, Burley was
responsible for converting three
third down attempts into three first
downs on two UCF scoring drives.

His first conversion came during
UCF's second scoring drive on
third-and-four with a five-yard
reception. His other two thirddown plays put UCF up 28-24. He
pulled down a 23-yard grab on
third-and-15, while his other was a
14-yard catch on third-and-nine,
setting up his own touchdown.
"Burley works hard, and he's
always ready to play," Culpepper,
who completed 23-of-31 passes for
320 yards and four touchdowns,
said. "All the receivers had a great
day today."
This was Burley's third consecutive 100-yard game for the
Knights, and the eighth of his
career. He leads the team with 32
catches, 442 yards, and three
scores. Also, this game was reminiscent of his school-record 231yard performance on eight catches
against South Carolina last year.
"(They had) man-to-man coverage just like last year at South
Carolina," Bmley said. "I feel like
I can't be covered man-to-man, so
I tried to take advantage of it
today."
Burley helped erase the bad
memories of dropped passes and
fumbles against Purdue last week
and now leads the Knights into the
final game of a three-game road
trip. Next up for Burley: Toledo,
who he stung for seven catches in
the Knights 34-17 season-finale

This weell in UCF Athletics
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Saturday, Oct. 3
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Mountaineers snap
UCF winning streak

Photo by Kevin Cother

Freshman Nolle Brown is one of the key defenders helping UCF
shut down high profile offenses like West Virginia.
By TRAVIS BELL
Staff Writer

The UCF women's soccer
team lost a heart-breaker to
West Virginia on Sunday, ending a four-game winning
streak. Like UCF's 1-0 loss at
Georgia earlier this season,
which was lost in the final
minute, it was another close
loss. A crossbar, a rebo nd, and
a goal were thedifference
between West Virginia and
UCF. An overtime goal boosted the Mountaineers over the
Knights, 2-1, in sudden-death
overtime.
"We didn't defend very
well, especially in the first half.
But we just made mental errors
that cost us the game," heao
coach Karen Richter said. "A
lot of areas we played very
well, but we made two costly
mental mistakes.
In the third minute of overtime, Nikka Garzon sent a shot
at the UCF net from just inside
the midfield line, and it hit the
crossbar over keeper Alyssa
O'Brien. Rena Lippa took the
rebound for WVU inside the
scoring box, jockeyed for position and sent the game-winning
goal past a diving O'Brien for
the victory.
The Knights (4-4) entered
the contest ranked 10th in the
South Region, following two

wins against conference opponents, but the close loss probably won't be enough to keep
them in that position. The win
improved West Virginia's
record to 5-2, with their only
losses coming at the hands
ofnationally ranked opponents
(#3 Notre Dame and #4
Connecticut).
"We've got a quality team
and I think we can compete
against anyone in the country,"
Richter said. "But we can't
make mental mistakes, and
we've got be able to play our
best for 90 minutes."
The game saw UCF dominate much of the first half,
while WVU controlled the
majority of the second half and
overtime. Danya Harris nearly
got the Knights on the board in
the fifth minute after running
through the defense. She sent a
looping shot over the keeper,
but l)er attempt hit the -crossbar.
The Mountaineer defense
had trouble clearing the ball
from their zone, and that came
back to haunt WVU in the 40th
minute. Harris stole a terrible
clear from the WVU defense
and set up Michele Anderson
with a pass that she put in an
open net for a 1-0 Knights lead.
However, less than 30 seconds
later Katie Barnes ran up the
left side of. the field past the
UCF defense and sent a cross

to Megan Sheehy. Sheehy sent
the· ball into the middle of the
goal as O'Brien had committed
to Barnes, tying the game 1-1.
UCF saw three great scoring
opportunities in the second half
within 10 minutes of each
other. 'f\nderson sent a shot
over the crossbar by three feet
in tbe 62nd minute. Then six
minutes later, WVU keeper
Stacey Adams stopped Kim
Shrum point blank. Finally,
Cally Howell received a cross
from Shrum, then sent a shot
wide left of the net.
UCF
outshot
the
Mountaineers 13-12 in the contest, but couldn't muster any
offense in the second half.
Alyssa O'Brien came up with
six big saves in the contest, but
got no help from her goal posts.
UCF was hoping to build on
.the momentum generat~d wiht
a huge victory over Florida
State, 1-0, in a crucial, in-state
battle. The win for the Knights
was the fourth consecutive
against
opponents
from
Florida, following victories
against Stetson, Miami, and
Jacksonville.
"It's a real big win because
we want to establish ourselves
as one ofthe best teams in
Florida," Richter said. "This
win will help. It has a lot of
implications from a recruiting
standpoint and to a ranking
standpoint."
UCF dominated much·of the
second half, keeping the ball on
the FSU half of the field.
Margrette Auffant was the
deciding factor in the game as
she netted a goal with just over
15 minutes remaining in the
contest. She took a pass from
Christina Webb ahead of the
defense and put it in from
about 15 yards.
"We stepped up in the second half and really dominated
11-4,"
outshooting · them
Richter said. "We missed a lot
of breakaways, but we did what
we needed to win."
The Knights - outshot the
Seminoles 15-8 in the contest.
O'Brien had another big game
for UCF as she recorded seven
saves, while recording her third
shutout of the season.
UCF now makes their final
trip outside of Florida to
Albuquerque, New Mexico for
a quick two-game road trip,
before returning for a six-game
homestand to conclude the regular season. The Knights will
battle New Mexico and Texas
El-Paso on Friday and Sunday,
respectively. UTEP is currently
ranked 10th in the Central
Region.
"The key for us is gonna be
able to bounce back this weekend," Richter said. "We went
on a losing streak, then we
went on a winning streak. Now
the question is can we lose one
then get right back on track."

IOOo/o FREE
COLLEGE TUITION
Why put off college when the Florida Army
National Guard can get you there right now?
When you serve part-time in the Guard, you
can attend school full-time while earning
educational benefits like:
• 100% Free College Tuition
• Montgomery G.I. Bill
• Tuition Assistance
• An extra paycheck
Some schools even give credit for Guard
training and service. Find out how much fun
getting to school can be.
Call Today:

1·800-GO-GUARD
www.1800goguard.rom

IPlAY 1111 AGAll lr11

SPOl~lr~
USED & NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT
I

Buy •:• Sell •:• Trade •:• Consign

SwiNq ON IN FoR ALL
Of YouR

GolfiNG NEEds!
AREA'S 1.ARqEsT SElECTiON of NEW
& PRE-0wNECI Golf EouipM~

Make Sure to Check Out Our
Skate Closeouts!
7600 University Blvd. • Winter Park

677-5007

f

+.,,;,;;;;.'
,TQ~ ·Wtn:-;to~ Special!
·· ·. ·

(11 :30' -'] :30 M-F)

MAKE YOmi OWN' COMBO

Ham, Turkey, Italian,- Meatball, ·
Yeggin', or Biggin'
Served with Fries and a Soda

For,01ily $3.99!
282-1900 • Fax 282~1905 • Located in the UCF Student Union
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Stetson challenge puts streak in jeopardy
FromPAGE.28

•

"I think it hasn't been as much. of a
pressure because we have so many new

players it's not that much pressure."
The team's win against JU may provide the boost for this season. The
Dolphins have 13 players on their

faces/'· Ochoa said. "They're not aware
.~f the streak because they haven't been
a part of itthatlong. I've been since.it
started, it's a lot for me but for the new

squad, nine of whom are upperclas~~
men. The Knigb,ts did handle JU easily,
but will face their first challenge to
their record when they host Stetson on

Sept 29.
Stetson (4.-1, 0-1) will lookimprove
on their 5~55 all-time record agaiJ,Ist

just going to get worse each year. They
have new coaches, they have smart
.coaches ... they're not just going to be
the same old teams tgat we've :s.een for

UCF while -attempting to be the ·firstto
. ;, so long."
,
break th~ilJ ~ocal'~~val\s stre,~.
·t'Lfhe girls] I{~ye .got to-realize t~at"'
Those tjrcUll,lstan.pes would make it
these conference schools, they' t:e gofug r aU the .more sweeter for the streak to
to get better," Ochoa''. said. ''They're not continue.
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PrimeCo Stores
Orlando
2914 E. Colonial Dr.
(across from Fashion
Square Mall)
407-894-5770

Orlando
7720 S. Orange
Blossom Trail
(corner of OBT and
Sand Lake Rd.)
407-851-9040

Oviedo
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
(across from
Oviedo Marketplace)
407-365-4949

100°/o DIGITAL
PRE-OWNED PHONE

Melbourne
1406 W New Haven Ave.
Uust east of Melbourne
Square Mall on Rt. 192)
407-984-0320

"I~ I Co.ri'+ .;+Of'+~\.;

Daytona

\riF\or\do., I'\\ri~verje+

2475 Intl. Speedway Blvd.
(Volusia Ave.)
904-226-8000

ty")/ f'~orie bo.c~~

Lakeland
Lakeland Square Mall Kiosk
(near Food Court)
941-859-2843

Corporate Sales

(Refurbished Qualcomm QCP-1900)

Toll-free 1-888-346-4800

Stor Hours

lQ $11
~01·

~999

We'll make it simple: Anytime MinuteS" that.are priced to
use. Anytime Minutes,.. that travel with you to any PrirneCo"'
ANYTIME MINUTES"'
A MONTH
digital service area. Anytime Minutes"'" that include fre~
long distance when you call to anywhere in Florida. Free Voice Mail and free Caller ID.
Virtually crystal-clear calling. And now, for a limited time, 100% digital wireless phones for
as low as $99. And, if you activate today, you'll get a $25 airtime credit. How's that for simple?

~
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Monday-Friday 9 to 8
Saturday 10 to 6
Sunday (Oviedo only) noon to 5

Lakeland Squa_re Mall Kiosk
open during regular mall hours.
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Key games await UCF following conference
By TRAVIS BELL

skillful team," Winch said.
"Charlotte plays a great schedule, and they are a very consisThe UCF men's soccer team tent team. We're gonna have to
split their first two Trans play two great games to get two
America Athletic Conference results."
games during the past week. The
Their past two games will
Knights lost at home to certainly get them prepared.
Jacksonville 2-0 on Wednesday, Both games provided physical
but recovered with a victory opponents for tpe Knights, with
against Georgia State 2-1 on 56 fouls were called during the
Saturday.
two matches. Forward Heikki
"From a confidence stand- Ritvanen was forced to sit out
point, it (the win over GSU) was the game on Saturday with a
very good," head coach Bob severely bruised ankle after
Winch said. "It was not only a being knocked around in the
good win for us, but it was a match against Jacksonville, who
good win against a desperate were whistled for 20 fouls.
opponent, in Georgia State, ·
Despite UCF outshooting
because they needed a confer- Jacksonville 13-9, the Knights
ence win."
could not recover from a goal in
While the Panthers needed a the second minute. • Nesa
win, UCF will need the confi- Stefanovic to a pass from Bole
dence, as their upcoming sched- Aelmovic, broke through the
ule offers a pair of great chal- Knights defense, and put it past
lenges. The Knights improved Antti Laitinen for a 1-0 lead 74
their record to 5-3, ending a seconds into the match.
three-game losing streak in
"Jacksonville is a good team,
which UCF was outscored 7-1. and to concede early in the game
UCF now travels to Miami on put ourselves in a hole," Winch
Wednesday to battle former said. "The were able to control
TAAC-rival
Florida the ball, and we had to work that
International. They then return much harder to get that goal
home on Friday for a match-up back."
against nationally ranked UNCThe Knights defense was
Charlotte. able to withstand Jackson¥,iile
"FIU has gotten in the NCAA until late in the first half when
Tournament the last two years, Tony Powell scored at the 40and they are a very good and rninute mark on a header off a
Staff Writer

Kaplan:
The difference
between having
dreams and
fulfilling them.
There's simply no question about it. When you take the LSAT,
GMAT, GRE, MCAT, CPA, or TOEFL, no one can prepare
you better than Kaplan. With 60 years of proven success
getting students into the schools of their choice, we're the chosen
leader in test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan.
They can easily be found at a grad school near you.

pass from Mike Popovic. UCF
lost a significant scoring opportunity early in the second half
with Arno Nurrnisto failed to
convert a penalty that was
deflected wide by Petar Popovic.
With the loss of Ritvanen, Ari
Nurmi and Remi Hariz both
stepped up with a goal against
Georgia State to lead the Knights
to victory. The win evened the
Knights TAAC record at 1-1,
while the loss dropped GSU to
0-3, almost definitely securing
them from not making the conference tournament.
"It was good that other guys
had to step it up (with the loss of
Ritvanen)," Winch said." It takes
a lot for Heikki not to play a
game, but he was really hurting."
Hariz got the Knights on the
board in the 21st minute on an
assist from Torgeir Westerlund.
Then just over a minute later,
Nurmi headed in the ball on a
pass Nurmisto. However, the
Knights yielded a goal in the
41st minute as Keith Gispert
scored to cut the halftime lead to
2-1.
"Our objective was to score
early on them and we did that,"
Winch said. "We just ~ad a lapse
in the last few minutes, but to
their credit they ·kept putting
pressure on us."
More pressure awaits them.

Photo by Kevin Colber

With Heikki Ritvanen out with an ankle injury, UCF found other
players to step up and claim a 2-1 win over Georgia State.
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For more insight into UCF sports check out
our website @ www.sunshinenetwork.com

we PIOYYouR Game
www.sw1ShineNe1WcrK.{cm

Wednesday September 30, 1998
6:30 pm: UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek
t

7:30 pm: Men's Soccer: UCF

@

FL International (LIVE)

Thursday October 1, 1998
10:00 am: Men's Soccer: UCF

@

..,

FL International (LIVE)

Saturday <Jctober 3, 1998
7:00 pm: Knight Football: UCF

1·BOO·KAP· TEST
www.kaplan.com
'Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Call or check out our web site to study anywhere in the U.S.

@

Toledo (LIVE)

Tuesday October 6, 1998
8:30 am: Knight Football: UCF

@

Toledo

Wednesday October 7, 1998
6:30 pm: UCF Football Review with Mike Kruczek
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•
Downey gets leg
to stand on

•

Punter, and backup kicker, Chad
Downey struggled during his
first game ~ a
replacement for
kicker Fred
Waczewski
against Purdue,
but was a key
performer in the
38-31 victory over Bowling Green.
Downey converted all five PATs,
and he added a 33-yard field goal
with 4: 11 remaining in the game to
give the Knights a 38-24 lead.
"I want to thank Fred for helping
me all week with my mental preparation," Downey said. ''I think I had
a good game."
Downey had only made two-offour extra points and had a field
goal blocked against Purdue after
Waczewski went down with a hip
flexor injury. He was al.so crucial
while kicking off for UCF, resulting
in four touchbacks. Downey battled
winds of 20-25 miles per hour all
game, but held his own.
"I t9ld him before the game, and
all week, that he's the man, and he's
gonna make it happen," head coach

•

•

Mike Kruczek said. ''The wind was
a problem, and it was knocking
everything down when he kicked
against it."

touchdown pass in his 18th consecutive game, while his fourth consecutive 300-yard game extends his
career record to 12.

Another feat for
Culpepper

Lee back in the
swing of things

Daunte Culpeppercontinued
rewriting the record book during his
performance against Bowling
Green. He surpassed UCF's all-time
records for passing yards and
attempts, both previously held by
Darin Hinshaw.
While completing 23-of-31
passes for 320 yards and four touchdowns, Culpepper passed the career
attempts record of 1,112 with a 13yard completion to Charles Lee during the opening drive for the
Knights. The career yardage record
fell on the fourth play for the
Knights in the second half, a 68yard touchdown to Mark Nonsant.
Hinshaw, who played from
1991-94, had the previous record
with 9,000 yards. Culpepper is now
"698-for-1,137 with 9,186 yards and
69 touchdowns during his four-year
career. He has seven games remaining, and his touchdown total is only
13 behind Hinshaw's record of 82.
Meanwhile, Culpepper extended
two current records by throwing a

After
dropping
passes and
fumbling the
football,
Charles Lee
returned to
form against the Falcons
with three
key receptions for 50 yards and a recovered
onside kick to secure the Knights
victory. Lee's performance relieved
himself of a lot of stress, as he had
been practicing with a burden on his
shoulders all week.
"I just got tired of everyone asking, 'why did you drop the ball,"'
Lee said. ''You can't really give
them an excuse because stuff happens. It was a very difficult week."
, He made two big receptions on
the Knights first scoring drive to
keep the drive going. On secondand-23 from the Falcons 42, Lee
pulled down a 13-yard reception.

UCF FOOTBALL

•
f

•
1f

:

LIVE ON SUNSHINE NETWORK

•

•

•

•

•

The Golden Knights t~avel back to Ohio
to play Toledo. Watch on television as
UCF displays their offensive power and
downs the Rockets.

Then on the next play, Lee
earned the Knights a first down
with an 18-yard catch to the 11yard line. Lee's final catch was
a 19-yard grab on third-and-15,
setting up UCF's final touchdown .
''Big time catches, all on the
same play. I think he did a
tremendous job of concentrating
on the football and making
things happen," Kruczek said.
"He was a big part of the success for this offense."
Lee's final play for the
Knights occurred with the
Knights leading 38-31 with
1:07 left in the game. The
Falcons attempted an onside
kick, but Lee recovered it.
"I saw them line up, and I
said, 'please don't kick it to
me,"' Lee said with a smile. ''It
bounced off my shoulder pad a
little bit, but I was in position to
grab the ball."

First time
affair

when Deon Porter's not in
there," Chizik said. "He came in
the second half and gave a
spark to the defense, and I think
that's really big."

Bumps and
bruises
The Knights left Bowling
Green, Ohio with .only a few
minor nicks. Cornerback
Reginald Doster (four tackles)
and linebacker Mike Palmer
(eight tackles) both left the
game at different times after
suffering from cramps.
Cornerback Davin Bush suffered a deep thigh bruise. All
three players should practice
this week and play at Toledo.
"I'm a little concerned about
the secondary situation where
Doster, Miranda, and Bush all
got nicked up somehow, and
they need to heal up in a hurry,"
Kruczek said. ''I don't think
their (injuries) are serious."
UCF expects to have kicker
Fred Waczewski back for the
game against Toledo, while
punt returner Eric Leister and
offensive lineman Ahmed ElHawary will get some work in
practice this week and are questionable for this Saturday.

Tight ends Ben Goldberg
and.Blake Thames both scored
their first career touchdowns for
the Knights. They both filled in
for the injured Joey Hubbard,
who was lost for the season
againstPurdue.Culpepperconnected with Thames on a I-yard
score to tie the game at seven in
the first quarter.
It was al.so the first reception
of Thames' career. Goldberg,
who entered the game with two
career catches, hauled in a 23yard touchdown from
Culpepper to give the Knigh~ a
35-24 lead in the fourth quarter.
"Two touchdown passes to
tight ends when we get our big
tight end hurt for the season.
Imagine that," Kruczek said. ''I
know I surprised people by
coming out in the tight end formation because of Hubbard
being hurt."

Aside from Culpepper's
record setting day, there were
other marks set or extended .
Siaha Burley moved up the
UCF record books in career
receptions and yards. He now
ranks seventh with 109 catches,
passing Jeff Froehlich (103) and
Mark Witternore (100). He al.so
moved into eighth place with
1,548 yards, eclipsing Amell
Spencer (1,487) and Bret
Cooper (l,450). Mark Nonsant
al.so extended his streak of consecutive games with a reception
to 17.

Porter effect

Odds and ends

Linebacker
Deon Porter
is an integral part of
the Knights
defense, but
he was
forced to sit
out all week
at practice.
He sat out
the first half against the Falcons
and watched the Knights fall
behind 24-14.
''I couldn't stand it, and it
hurt my feelings," Porter said.
''I was bored and frustrated."
Defensive coordinator Gene
Chizik put Porter in the game,
and the defense was a different
squad in the second half, holding the Falcons to 75 total yards
and only seven points in the
final 30 minutes. Porter was a
key contributor for the Knights,
despite suffering from a lower
back sprain incurred at Purdue.
''It makes a big difference

Culpepper recorded his second career reception against the
Falcons. He threw a backward
pass to receiver Tyson Hinshaw,
a former quarter, who then
returned the favor for a 21-yard
completion. His first career
catch was a six-yard grab
against Eastern Kentucky during his freshman season.
The Knights total 14 penalties for 105 yards against the
Falcons. The UCF defense
recorded four penal.ties, while
the offense was called for five
false starts against the offensive
line.
''Their defensive lineman
were shifting to a different
front. When they shifted, one of
them would yell 'hut' and they
were throwing our lineman offsides. You can't do that,"
Culpepper said. UCF converted
nine-of-13 third-down opportunities in the game.
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Rockets have revenge on their mind
Culpepper, two days before
announcing he would return for
his senior year, threw for 219
Playing their third and final yards and a touchdown and also
game in a string of three consec- ran for a score to spark the victoutive road games, UCF will once . ry. Throughout the game, howagain play in enemy territory ever, Toledo players repeatedly
when they tangle with Toledo. gave the Knights the same warnThe Rockets, aside from wanting ing.
"One of the receivers told me
to avoid slipping under .500,
last
year that next year we would
have an added incentive in this
have
to go into their place," said
game-revenge.
Last season, Tqledo took a 9- senior defensive back Reginald
1 record into the Florida Citrus Doster. "Their running back didBowl, only to be doubled up 34- n't play last year, and he's a
17 by a UCF team intent on win- good one. Speaking from a
standpoint,
they
ning their season finale. Daunte defensive

By TONY MEJIA
Sports Editor

Chris Wallace

<

watched the Bow ling Green
game, so they're probably licking their chops thinking they can
run the ball on us."
Toledo certainly has the
options with which to run the
ball against UCF, as they return
not one, but two key backs who
did not take the field agaisnt the
Knights last year. 1997 All-MAC
tailbac~ Dwayne Harris, who ran
for 1,278 yards last season,
missed the game with a sprained
ankle, while 1995 All-American
tailback Wasean Tait returns to
the lineup this season after being
granted a sixth year of eligibility.

He's spent two seasons on the
sideline due to a devastating
knee injury. Tait, who rushed for
1,905 yards in '95 is healthy
again, and has carried 5 8 !imes
for 241 yards, but has yet to
score his first touchdown. The
Rockets aren't just about the run,
however, and have a solid quarterback in senior Chris Wallace,
who is a dual threat to pass and
run.
"He's very competitive and
can run with the ball. He's tough
to stop," Doster said.

See KNIGHTS, Page 21

Volleyball ready to
defend "The Streak"
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
Excuse UCF women's volleyball coach
Miriam Ocho_a if she was not impressed with
her team's four-game victory against
Jacksonville University on Sept. 23. Ochoa
knows the team's opponents in the Trans
America Athletic Conference will only get better.
"It's tough. I can ' t be upset that we won but
I'm a little upset at how we played," Ochoa
said. "I think our girls let down a little bit in the
third game [which UCF lost 12-15]. I don't
know what they thought, that they were going
to lay down and die, but they should know all
these conference schools have something
going for them ... they want to beat us."
The Knights victory over the Dolphins
marked the team's 64th consecutive TAAC win
since joining the conference in 1992. In six
years of TAAC play, UCF has never lost a
TAAC game and has won six consecutive
TAAC championships.
UCF (3-5 , 1-0 TAAC) dominated JU (3-6,
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0-2) early, winning the first two games 15-2,
15-7, before dropping the middle set. A fourth
game highlighted by rally scoring ended in a
15-10 victory for UCF.
"I don't mind seeing [close games all season] if it makes the girls better," Ochoa said.
"If it's going to make us more prepared for the
conference, and then hopefully to win the conference and go to the NCAA's·, so be it. We
need teams that are going to pick up balls, we
need defense .and we need rallies like that."
Ochoa, who played for the Knights from
199i-94, is enjoying a successful season, relatively speaking. She was named interim coach
this season after former coach Laura Smith
resigned in Jaunuary. Early season losses to
experienced programs like Purdue, Kentucky
and Florida State were expected after Ochoa
inherited a team with only five seniors.
The judge of Ochoa's success in the public
eye this season is, whether she admits it or not,
will be based largely upon whether the team
can maintain "The- Streak."

See STETSON, Page 25

By TONY MEJIA
Sports Editor
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Junior Brandi McCollom is one of the newcomers who hope to help the
Knights preserve their winning streak against TAAC opponents.

Adjustments spark Knights in comeback win
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Personal Adjustment. Junior Charles Lee bounced
back from a rough performance at Purdue and proved
instrumental in the Bowling Green win.

UCF's second half performance at
Bowling Green was made possible by a variation of both personal and tactical adjustments, helping the Golden Knights erase a
10-point halftime deficit to post a sloppy, but
much needed, 38-31 win:
Around the country, halftime shows
flashed Bowling Green's 24-14 lead over
UCF, with Todd Blackledge of CBS Sports
stating that "a Heisman candidate cannot
afford a loss to Bowling Green. IfUCF loses,
Culpepper's chances go d6wn with them."
So, what was the key?
Defensively, UCF adjusted to the
Bowling Green rushing attack, plugging
holes up the middle that were being exploited by Falcon running backs Godfrey Lewis
and Robbie Hollis.
"We sent linebackers to fill up all the
gaps. That's what you have to do against
power football teams," said head coach Mike
Kruczek. "We couldn't just sit back and get

doubled across the front and have linebackers try and step up into the pile and have it
shoved right back in their face. I thought they
did a good job recognizing that."
,
Sophomore quarterback Ricky Schneider,
who was making his first collegiate start, had ,
entirely too much time with which to work
with in the first half, a problem that was
quickly corrected by Gene Chizik and the
defensive staff at halftime. The result was a
stifling defensive effort by the UCF unit,
with Bowling Green amassing only 75 yards
in the second half, with many of them corning late in the game after the Knights had
already taken control of the game.
"There was a few factors to our lackluster
first half. The first one was not hitting all
four days. When you can only go out one day
in pads, you don't have enough time to get
off the blocks and make a play," Kruczek

See LEE, Page 22
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